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ABSTRACT 
 
Name :  Ummul Nasyirah 
Reg. No. :  20400114020 
Department/faculty :   English Education/Tarbiyah and Teaching Science  
Title :  The Use of Literature as a Context for Teaching Active 
Vocabulary at the SecondGrade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba 
Consultant I :  Dr. H. Abd. Muis Said, M.Ed.TESOL. 
Consultant II :  Dr. Andi Kaharuddin, S.IP, M.Hum. 
    
This research aimed at finding out the effectiveness of literature as a context to 
improve the second grade students‟ vocabulary mastery in SMAN 9 Bulukumba. The 
problem statements of this research is “Is the use of literature able to improve the 
vocabulary interm of size?” and “What are the factors  students‟ vocabulary mastery 
improve from implementing literature in teaching English vocabulary at the Second 
Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba? The objective of this research is: “To discribe the 
effectiveness literature as a context for Teaching Vocabulary at The Second Grade of  
SMAN 9 Bulukumba” and “To know factors effecting students‟ vocabuary 
improvement from implementing literature in teaching English at The Second Grade 
of SMAN 9 Bulukumba” 
The researcher applied quasi-experimental design with non-equivalent control 
group design. The population of this research was the second year students at SMAN 
9 Bulukumba which consisted of 70 students. The sample were taken by using 
purposive sampling technique which consisted of 30 students with 15 students as 
experimental class and 15students as controlled class. 
There were two research variables: Independent variable and dependent 
variable. The independent variable of this research is literature and dependent 
variable of this research is teaching vocabulary. 
The data were collected through in pre-test and post-test. The result of the data 
indicated that there was a significant difference between students‟ post-test in 
experimental class and controlled class. The mean score of post-test (2350) in 
experimental class was greater than the mean score of post-test (1688) in controlled 
class and the standard deviation of post-test (495.249) in experimental class was 
greater than the standard deviation of post-test in controlled class (436.728).  
Based on the finding and discussion of the research, the researcher drew a 
conclusion that the use of literature is effective to improve the students‟ vocabulary 
mastery ability at the second grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter presented the introduction which consisted of background, 
problem statement, objectives, significance, and scope of the research 
 
A.  Background 
Indonesia has four kinds of languages to communicate each other. The first 
language is local language or called mother tongue, there are many local 
languages in Indonesia and just only inhabitant in the territory can understand. 
The second is national language, it can be easy to communicate with everyone. 
The third is a mixture between local language and national language. The last is 
foreign languages include Arabic, English, Chinese. But English is a special status 
among these foreign languages.  
English lesson is compulsory subject in schools which is taught for eight or 
nine years from primary schools, junior high school and senior high school and 
until university. English in secondary education, started in 1968, based on the 
decree of the Ministry of Education and Culture No.096/1967, recommended 
teaching English as a compulsory subject in junior and senior high schools. In 
addition, the decree of the Ministry of National Education No.23/2006, standard 
competences to be obtained by students of senior high school who learn English, 
understand oral, express oral, understand written and express written. In 2014, 
2006 curriculum was reevaluated. Ministry of National Education and Culture 
1 
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No.160 of 2014 on the application of the 2006 curriculum and the 2013 
curriculum. (Kaharuddin, 2018) 
Nur and Madkur in Kaharuddin (2018) claimed that 2013 English 
curriculum is better than 2006 curriculum,  because of 2013 curriculum students 
has opportunities in learning process and the students as centered in process 
learning. English lesson, students learn structures, lexicon, grammar, linguistics 
by observing, exploring, associating and communicating, students also learn 
English by activities, real texts and direct use of the language. In SMAN 9 
Bulukumba itself, there is English lesson. Students are learning English twice in 
one week each meeting two hours. Curriculum used in SMAN 9 Bulukumba, is 
there no special materials about vocabulary, because vocabulary integrated with 
four skills Speaking, writing, reading and listening. 
Vocabulary is one of the language components that needed in mastering 
English. When the students communicate using English language, they do not 
only need grammar but also vocabulary. David Wilkins in Zainurrahman (2012) 
said that ―without grammar very little can be conveyed, without vocabulary 
nothing can be conveyed‖. It means that vocabulary is very important when the 
students communicate using foreign language especially English language. 
In any foreign languages, learning vocabulary is the one which  is 
emphasized. Students have to develop their vocabulary. Developing a good 
vocabulary will help them to improve their ability in learning vocabulary. 
Vocabulary has two focuses, size and depth of vocabulary. Size of vocabulary 
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is the number of known words, how many words the students memorize. Depth 
of vocabulary is how well the students understanding about the word. 
According to Gunaprova Gogoi (2015) he distinguished two types of 
vocabulary. First, active vocabulary or productive vocabulary is the words that 
students understand and use in speaking or writing skills. Second, passive 
vocabulary or receptive vocabulary is the students understand the words, but they 
are not able to use it yet, passive vocabulary used in reading and listening skills. 
The focus of this research is active vocabulary, when the students have good 
active vocabulary automatically they can also learn passive vocabulary. 
According to the researcher‘s observation and interview of English teacher 
and students in SMAN 9 Bulukumba, the researcher found that the students‘ 
active vocabulary mastery was poor. It showed when the researcher asked the 
students to describe one of the pictures the researcher showing (Elephant, the 
situation in the classroom, a doctor, Al Qur‘an, Garden, or Artist) the students 
could explain the picture but not more than one minute. When the 
students stopped describing the picture, the researcher asked the students to 
describe again, but the students said that ―Saya rasa cukup, saya tidak bisa 
menjelaskan lagi, saya kesulitan di kosakata (I think enough, I cannot explain 
again, my active vocabulary mastery is poor)‖. There was also a student wrote 
down what would student said, but it was not effective because the 
description was also not more than a minute. In this observation, only five 
students could describe one of the pictures and twenty vocabularies the students 
produced not more than a minute. The researcher concluded that, students in 
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SMAN 9 Bulukumba have problem in active vocabulary mastery, based on 
observation and students‘ confession. 
Based on the statements above, the researcher chose to use literature in 
teaching active vocabulary. The reason is the researcher chose literature to teach 
vocabulary, because literature is one of effective strategies in teaching active 
vocabulary. The researcher wanted to apply a new strategy or method in teaching 
vocabulary in SMAN 9 Bulukumba. As we know that literature (small ‗l‘ letter) 
has art aspect, like song, novel, poem and short story. Students are very interested 
with it, so this strategy is not making them feel bored. The researcher hopes that 
students can improve their motivation to learn English and it can also improve 
their vocabulary. Literature offer a rich source of linguistic input and can help 
learners to practice the four skills - speaking, listening, reading and writing.  
From the background described above experienced, the researcher was 
interested in conducting a research about ―The Use of Literature as a context for 
Teaching Active Vocabulary at the Second Grade of SMAN 9 BULUKUMBA 
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B. Problem Statements 
Based on the background stated previously, the researcher formulates the 
problem statements as follows: 
1. Is the use of literature able to improve the students‘ active vocabulary 
mastery in term of size at the Second Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba? 
2. Which are the factors on the materials that influence the students‘ active 
vocabulary mastery improvement in implementing literature in teaching 
English vocabulary at the Second Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba? 
    
C. Objectives of the Research 
According to the problems above, the objectives or the aims of the research 
are: 
1. To know the effectiveness literature as a context for teaching active 
vocabulary at the Second Grade of  SMAN 9 Bulukumba. 
2. To know which materials are the factors in influencing the students‘ 
active vocabulary improvement in implementing literature in teaching 
English at the Second Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba. 
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D. The Significance of the Research 
1. Theoretically 
Having conducted this research, the researcher really hoped that the 
readers would receive a lot of knowledge related to this research, for in stance the 
reader could know how to apply literature in teaching active vocabulary. 
2. Practicality 
a. Teacher 
 The result of this research is also useful for the English teacher. The teacher 
can be adaptive the result of this research as a reference in teaching active 
vocabulary. 
b. Students 
 The result of this research is also useful for the students. They can know 
new vocabularies which they were unfamiliar before. Students can use the new 
vocabularies in their daily life and students can know their capability in active 
vocabulary mastery. 
c. Researcher 
 The result of this research is also useful for the next researchers. The next 
researchers can use this research as a reference. 
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E. Scope of the Research 
The researcher limited the research by using literature to improve the 
students‘ active vocabulary mastery (size vocabulary). The materials that would 
be taught are short stories suitable with the students‘ interest, such as Cinderella, 
Little Red Riding Hood and How Moon Become Beautiful. 
 
F. Operational Definitions of terms  
There are four components that will be discussed in this research like, 
literature, teaching, vocabulary and teaching vocabulary. 
1. Literature 
In this research, literature is the instrument that used by the researcher to 
teach vocabulary. As we know literature has two forms such as literature with 
small  letter ―literature‖ (short story, poem, song and novel) and big letter 
―Literature‖ (article, journal and science) But this research, the researcher use 
literature small l especially short story.  
2. Teaching  
Teaching is giving instruction to somebody to know or able to do something 
or new knowledge and skill.  Teaching is helping the students to get new 
knowledge, help the students to learn how doing something, help the students to 
know and understand about something. 
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3. Vocabulary  
Vocabulary is the words that student understand both their meaning and 
usage. Vocabulary is the one of thing students have to mastery, because without 
vocabulary someone cannot speak, write (productive learning) read and listen 
(receptive vocabulary) 
4. Teaching Vocabulary 
Teaching vocabulary is introduced a new vocabulary. A teacher or 
researcher teaches vocabulary not just the meaning of the word, but all of things 
about the vocabulary. One of the most traditional methods to learn vocabulary for 
learners is to memorize the list of the words. Although there might be some 
positive sides of using this method, it does not mean that learners totally learn 
these words. Teachers should teach learners not only what the words meaning, but 
how they are used in context (Harmer, 1991). 
5. Active Vocabulary  
Active vocabulary is the students understand and can use the words in their 
daily life and in their writing and speaking skill. The researcher teaches active 
vocabulary using literature especially short story.    
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
  
This chapter presented the literature reviewed which deals with the 
operational definition of terms, previous related research findings, pertinent ideas, 
conceptual framework and hypothesis. 
 
A. Some Previous of Related Research Findings  
This section, the researcher tried to present the reviewed of several related 
literatures dealing with some related research findings. Many studies had been 
performed by the researcher related to the use of strategies, approaches, methods, 
techniques, or media, in motivating the learners to improve their vocabulary. 
Some of them were mentioned as follows: 
Lao and Krashen‘s (2000) study which compared the reading achievement 
between a group of students that read literary texts and a second group that read 
non-literary texts at a university in Hong Kong revealed that the group who read 
literary texts made better improvement in vocabulary and reading. 
Narin Mediha & Mede Enisa (2013) A comparative study on the 
effectiveness of using traditional and contextualized methods for enhancing 
learners‘ vocabulary knowledge in an EFL classroom. According to the results of 
the pre, post and retention tests, teaching vocabulary using the contextualized 
method was more effective than the traditional method. The learners who were 
9 
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taught vocabulary in the context by using literary texts were more successful than 
the ones who learned vocabulary by the traditional method. Thus, it can be stated  
that using contextualized methods has a positive effect on enhancing language 
leaners‘ vocabulary knowledge. 
Nurianti HS (2015) The Effectiveness of Hangnam game in Teaching 
Vocabulary for Young Learners at the Second Year of SMPN 9 Makassar. The 
result of this research was Hangnam game effective to improve students‘ 
vocabulary, because the students‘ score  in Experimental class 58.2 higher than 
controlled clas only 25.4 
Yusrawita (2014) The Use of Article From Magazine in Expanding 
Students‘ Vocabulary at the First Year Students of SMAN 11 Makassar. The 
result of this research was article from magazine was effective in teaching 
vocabulary, based on the score in pre-test and post-test, pre-test students‘ score 
5.77 and after giving a treatment the score was improve 7.40 
Zamzam Emhemmed Mari Al _Dersi (2013) The Use of Short Stories for 
Developing Vocabulary of EFL Learners. It is proved that these of the short 
stories have many pedagogical benefits and they are also enjoyable among the 
EFL learners. Studies have also proved that reading stories has great potential 
increasing an EFL learners‘ vocabulary of EFL learners is a naturalistic, 
enjoyable, low-cost and highly effective method. 
Based on the previous findings above, it can be concluded that there are some 
materials to use in teaching vocabulary not only using literature. The students 
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need many methods to improve their vocabulary so that they can more interesting 
in the class, and students can easy to increase their vocabulary 
 
 
B. Some Pertinent Ideas 
1. Definition of Literature  
Using literature to teach language has several advantages such as 
contributing to a better linguistic understanding, a development of creative skills, 
and higher language proficiency. According to Edmondson in Burhanuddin 
Arafah (2018), Literature (with a capital L) is commonly written with the high 
structural complexity and lack of conformity to standard grammatical rules which 
brings the linguistic difficulty to learners who need to learn grammar. Hence, 
many teachers may be reluctant to benefit from the language of such literature. It 
should become the main underlying reason for selecting literary works in English 
classrooms since the kind of works will make the learners familiar with the 
language of the works. In a nutshell, language teachers should use ‗literature‘ 
(with a small l) for a novice, and intermediate learners, but should use ‗Literature‘ 
(with a capital L) for high intermediate and advanced learners. 
The use of literature in the English Language Teaching (ELT) classroom is 
enjoying a revival for a number of reasons. Having formed part of traditional 
language teaching approach, literature became less popular when language 
teaching and started learning to focus on the functional use of language. The role 
of literature in the ELT classroom has been re-assessed and many now view 
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literary text as providing rich linguistic input, effective stimuli for students to 
express themselves in another language and a potential source of learner 
motivation. Literary text can be studied in their original forms or in simplified or 
abridged versions. An increasing number of stories in English are written 
specifically for learners of other languages. The type of literary texts that can be 
studied inside and outside the ELT classroom include: Song lyrics, novels, poems 
and short stories. The researcher use literature with small ―l‖ especially short 
stories as a context to teach active vocabulary. 
Ataseven in Hasan Atmaca & Rifat Gunday (2016) are called an authentic 
document. The factors that require the use of literary texts in the foreign language 
class can be listed as follows:  
a. An authentic and a motivating material,  
b. Activate students‘ creativity,  
c. Have cultural and linguistic richness,  
d. Provide active participation of students,  
e. Develop students' critical thinking skills,  
f.   Contribute to the development of four basic language skills and sub-
skills,  
g. Support the development of emotional intelligence,  
h. Give intensive and common reading habits.  
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Collie and Slater in Hasan Atmaca & Rifat Gunday (2016) describe four 
main reasons why language teachers are using literary texts in foreign language 
classes:  
a. Original course material,  
b. Having cultural richness,  
c. Having linguistic richness,  
d. Provide total participation of students in the activities. 
Literary texts are authentic works that can be used at every level in the 
classroom. For example, fairy tales and stories can be used in a foreign language 
class as a very effective course material for children. Likewise, the classical 
novels and poems known all over the world can be used also by teacher in the 
class as teaching material that will make the lesson more fun and enjoyable for 
adults. In this context, Mckay in Hasan Atmaca & Rifat Gunday (2016) mentions 
three basic benefits of using literary texts in the language class:  
a. Prove the importance of type selecting of the author to reach specific 
communication targets,  
b. Being the ideal source for the adaptation of the four basic language 
skills,  
c. Increase mutual cultural awareness.  
In addition to the advantages mentioned above, Lazar in Hasan Atmaca & 
Rifat Gunday (2016) talks about advantages of using literary texts as follows:  
a. Motivating and authentic material 
b. Have common educational values  
14 
 
 
c. Being included in most of curriculum 
d. Help students understand the target culture 
e. Develop students‘ interpretation skills 
f. The lesson becomes fun for students 
g. Increase linguistic awareness of students 
h. Encourage students to express their opinions 
 These are kinds of the literature with small ―l‖ letter: 
1. Poetry  
 Poetry is a vast subject, as old as history and older, present wherever 
religion is present, possibly under some definitions the primal and primary form 
of languages themselves. The present article means only to describe in as general 
a way as possible certain properties of poetry and of poetic thought regarded as in 
some sense independent modes of the mind. Naturally, not every tradition nor 
every local or individual variation can be or need be included, but the article 
illustrates by examples of poetry ranging between nursery rhyme and epic. This 
article considers the difficulty or impossibility of defining poetry; man‘s 
nevertheless familiar acquaintance with it; the differences between poetry and 
prose; the idea of form in poetry; poetry as a mode of thought; and what little may 
be said in prose of the spirit of poetry.  
(Howard Nemerov. 2018. Poetry) 
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A poem may or may not have a specific number of lines, rhyme scheme 
and/or metrical pattern, but it can still be labeled according to its form or style. 
Here are the three most common types of poems according to form:  
a. Lyric Poetry: It is any poem with one speaker (not necessarily the 
poet) who expresses strong thoughts and feelings. Most poems, 
especially modern ones, are lyric poems.  
b. Narrative Poem: It is a poem that tells a story; its structure resembles 
the plot line of a story [i.e. the introduction of conflict and characters, 
rising action, climax and the denouement]. 
c. Descriptive Poem: It is a poem that describes the world that surrounds 
the speaker. It uses elaborate imagery and adjectives. While 
emotional, it is more "outward-focused" than lyric poetry, which is 
more personal and introspective.  
 (http://learn.lexiconic.net/elementsofpoetry.htm)  
2. Short Story 
Short story is one of literature with small ―l‖ letter. Short story is short than 
novel, the reader can finished the story in one sitting or two hours but novel 
impossible. Brife fictional prose narrative that is shorter than a novel and that 
usually deals with only a few characters. The short story is usually concerned with 
a single effect conveyed in only one or a few significant episodes or scenes. The 
form encourages economy of setting, concise narrative, and the omission of a 
complex plot; character is disclosed in action and dramatic encounter but is 
seldom fully developed. Despite its relatively limited scope, though, a short story 
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is often judged by its ability to provide a ―complete‖ or satisfying treatment of its 
characters and subject. According to Nurgiartoro (2007) short story has 3 types, 
mini short story 500s words, middle short story 3000-4000 words and long short 
story 10.000 words.  
The Characteristic of Short Story: 
Short story according to Sumarjo and Saini in Exti Budihastuti  (2014) has 
the following characteristics: 
a. The story is short 
b. Tend to be fiction (fiction) 
c. Narrative 
d. Having a single impression. 
Another opinion on the characteristics of short stories submitted by Lubis in 
Exti Budihastuti (2014) 
a. Short story should contain the author's interpretation of the concept of    
life, either directly or indirectly. 
b. In a short story, an incident dominated the main storyline. 
c. Short story should have a person as the perpetrator or the main 
character. 
d. Short story should have one effect or interesting effects. 
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Morris in Exti Budihastuti (2014) also revealed that the characteristics of the 
short story are: 
a. Brevity, unity and intensity. 
b. The elements include scene, character and action. 
c. The language used should be incisive, suggestive and alerts. 
3. Novel  
Novel is the one of literature small ―l‖ letter. The novel is a genre of fiction, 
and fiction may be defined as the art or craft of contriving, through the written 
word, representations of human life that instructor divert or both. The various 
forms that fiction may take are best seen less as a number of separate category 
than as a continuum or, more accurately, a cline, with some such brief form as 
the anecdote at one end of the scale and the longest conceivable novel at the other. 
When any piece of fiction is long enough to constitute a whole book, as opposed 
to a mere part of a book, then it may be said to have achieved novel hood. The 
different between novel and short story is about the pages or count of words. 
According to Harry Bingham, there are four kinds of novel genre with count of 
words: 
a. Romance genre 
Romantic fiction usually from about 75.000 words up to 120.000. Anything 
within those limits is fine. And 70.000 words could be fine, but no shorter than 
that. If you are over 120.000 words in writing, that is fine. If you‘re writing an 
ordinary romance, you probably need to do a bit of cutting. 
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b. Crime and thriller genres 
Crime novels often run a little longer than women‘s fiction, so although 
75.000 words is fine as a lower limit, anything up to 130.000 words is standard. 
Don not below 75.000 though. 
c. Fantasy and sci-fi genres 
Fantasy novels can be long. They can be up to 180.000 words, or even over 
200.000, but the novel must be wonderful and must fully justify its word count. In 
other words, you must be scrupulous about editing every sentence for length. 
d. Literary genre 
If you are writing for a more literary audience, then the rules above apply on 
upper limits. In other words, anything up to 120.000 words is not a problem. Up 
to 150.000 is fine. Up to 180.000 words, you are really needed to justify that word 
count. 
4. Song  
The Criteria of Song Selection 
M. Lynch in Rizqi Noor Hidayati (2013), provides principals song selection 
criteria: 
a. Use songs that are popular with the students whenever possible 
Unfortunately, students frequently select songs for classroom use which are 
objectionable in some way making the song unusable.  
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b. Songs should have an appropriate theme 
  There is enough bad news, negativity and violence in the world already. 
Songs with any type of negative theme should be avoided. There are plenty of 
positive, upbeat, even humorous songs available. 
According to Larry M.Lynch (2018) some reasons songs can work 
exceedingly well in the foreign language classroom include the following: 
a. Songs almost always contain authentic, natural language 
This often contrasts the contrived, stilted language found in many student 
texts. Of course songs can also go to the other extreme by using overly crude, foul 
or otherwise objectionable language. With careful screening, an extensive library 
of usable songs for language learning can be compiled. 
b. A variety of new vocabulary can be introduced to students through 
songs  
Looking to boost student vocabulary with useful phrases, vocabulary and 
expressions. Songs are almost always directed to the native-speaking population 
so they usually contain contemporary vocabulary idioms and expressions. 
c. Songs are usually very easily obtainable 
Cibemba and Silozi non-withstanding, songs are usually not that difficult to 
obtain. Local sources may be available including the students themselves. There is 
always the internet which can connect you with song downloads in all but the 
most obscure languages. 
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d. Songs can be selected to suit the needs and interests of the students 
In English especially, so many songs are available that selection of songs 
with suitable themes, levels and vocabulary is not at all difficult. Allowances can 
also be made for complexity or simplicity of language, depending on the students, 
by selecting and using suitable songs. 
e. Grammar and cultural aspects can be introduced through songs 
Most if not all songs have a recurring theme or story. So excerpting cultural 
elements is usually a possible, but often overlooked aspect of using songs. I still 
use ―Hit the Road Jack‖ sung by the late Ray Charles to illustrate spoken 
contractions. He uses spoken contractions is virtually every line of the song. 
f. Time length is easily controlled 
Whether you have an hour, 30 minutes, or only 15 minutes or so, a song can 
be used in the course of a planned lesson. Use of songs is very flexible. 
g. Students can experience a wide range of accents 
A good thing about songs is that you can expose the students to many 
different kinds of English. British English, American English, Caribbean English 
are all widely available through songs. Accents too are well represented by songs 
from different regions and in a variety of types and formats. Gospel, soul, R & B, 
Pop, Rock, Reggae, Jazz and other styles change not only accents, but vocabulary 
and usage too. 
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h. Song lyrics can be used in relating to situations of the world around us 
Songs have been used as vehicles of protest for civil rights, workers‘ rights, 
even prisoners‘ rights along with an untold number of other causes. They‘ve 
expounded on pollution, crime, war and almost every social theme or cause.  
i. Students think songs are natural and fun 
Some singers actually made a career out of them (Ray Stevens) They make 
offbeat, fun changes of pace with classroom use. 
 
2. Definition of Vocabulary 
There are several definition stated by some expert about vocabulary. Hornby 
(1995) states that vocabulary is the total number of words which make a language. 
It means vocabulary is the key to understand foreign language. Enrich oneself use 
vocabulary, someone can express ideas in communication easier. From the 
definitions, it can be said that vocabulary is total number of words or stock words 
with their meaning which make up a language used by person, class, profession. 
Vocabulary plays necessary role in learning language, so that it can help language 
learners to be able to understand and use language. 
 In everyday conversation, everybody speak of vocabulary in the singular; 
everybody speak of a person‘s vocabulary. This is actually an oversimplification. 
The American Heritage Dictionary defines vocabulary as ―the sum of words used 
by, understood by, or at the command of a particular person or group.‖ In this 
paper we are concerned with extending the sum of words that are used by and 
understood by students.  However, it seems important to point out that in almost 
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all cases there are some differences in the number of words that an individual 
understands and uses. Even the terms ―uses‖ and ―understands‖ need clarification. 
For example, the major way in which we ―use‖ vocabulary is when we speak and 
write; the term expressive vocabulary is used to refer to both since these are the 
vocabularies we use to express ourselves.  People ―understand‖ vocabulary when 
listen to speech and when read; the term receptive vocabulary is used to refer to 
listening and reading vocabularies. Finally, to round out the terminology, meaning 
or oral vocabulary refers to the combination of listening and speaking 
vocabularies, and literate vocabulary refers to the combination of our reading and 
writing vocabularies. 
Vocabulary is all the words that someone knows or uses to construct the 
sentences to be meaningful. A ―vocabulary‖ actually comprises four different 
kinds of vocabulary. The different types of vocabulary are: 
a. Aural vocabulary — the words you hear; 
b. Reading vocabulary — the words you read; 
c. Spoken vocabulary — the words you speak; and 
d. Writing vocabulary — the words you write. 
The kinds of vocabularies above overlap, but not two of them are the same. 
For example, you might not use in your own writing a word you read in a book or 
hear someone say; it requires much less effort to understand a spoken or written 
word than it does to use that same word effectively Deighton as cited in 
Fitrianingsih in Mutakabbir (2014). According to Simpson as cited in 
Fitrianingsih in Mutakabbir (2014), a word must be used in context 40 times 
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before you can master that word and its meaning. Broadly defined, vocabulary is 
knowledge of words and word meanings.  
  However, vocabulary is more complex than this definition suggests. First, 
words come in two forms: oral and print. Oral vocabulary includes those words 
that we recognize and use in listening and speaking. Print vocabulary includes 
those words that we recognize and use in reading and writing. Second, word 
knowledge also comes in two forms, receptive and productive. Receptive 
vocabulary includes words that we recognize when we hear or see them. 
Productive vocabulary includes words that we use when we speak or write.  
However, for teachers of upper elementary and secondary school students, 
vocabulary usually means the ―hard‖ words that students encounter in content area 
textbook and literature selections. By seeing the definition from some experts 
above, the writer defines vocabulary as knowledge of words and word meanings 
in both oral and print language and in productive and receptive forms.  
Beside that to make a conversation going along naturally, such as in 
discussion, the students must know the way to use the language by a lot of active 
vocabulary mastery in order to produce the sentences that are going to be arranged 
into a good sentences, so that the listener may catch delivery messages. 
a. The students‘ active vocabulary mastery 
There are four points to improve the active vocabulary mastery that 
students need to know according to Hammer in Harmoko Mike (2014) they are as 
follow: 
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a) Word meaning 
The first thing to realize about the vocabulary items is that they frequently 
have more than one meaning. For example the word ―book‖ obviously refers to 
something we use to read from a set of printed page fastened together inside a 
cover. But, on the dictionary, the meaning of these words is listed into eight more 
meanings as noun, two meaning as a verb, and three meanings where ―book + 
preposition‖ makes phrasal verb. Therefore, when we find a word and try to 
describe its meaning, we should also look at the content in which it is based. 
b)  Word Use 
The meaning of words can change depend on the use of them. Word 
meaning is frequently stretched through the use of metaphor and idiom. For 
example, the word ―hiss‖, describes the noise that snakes make. But, it can be 
stretched to describe the way people to talk to each other. This is metaphorical 
use. Another example is the word ―snake‖. It can be defined as treacherous person 
in a combination words, ― snake in the pass‖ It is a fixed phrase that has become 
an idiom like counties other phrases such as ―raining cats and dogs‖, putting the 
cat among the pigeons‖, straight from the horse mouth, etc. 
c)  Word Formation 
The shape and the grammatical value of words can also be changed. 
Students need to know facts about word formation and how twist words to fit 
different grammatical contexts. Students also need to know the suffixes and 
prefixes words and how words are spelt and how the sound as well. Indeed the 
way words are stressed is vital if the students are able to understand and use words 
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in speech. Part of learning a word is learning its written and spoken 
form.  Therefore, word formation means knowing how words are written and 
spoken and knowing how they can change their from. Thus the verb ―run‖ has the 
participle ―running‖ and ―run‖. The present participle ―running‖ can be used as an 
adjective and ―run‖ can also be a noun. 
d) Word grammar 
Just as words change according to their grammatical meaning so the use of 
certain words can trigger the use of certain grammatical pattern. There are many 
areas of grammatical meaning, so the use of certain words can trigger the use of 
certain grammatical patterns. There are many areas of grammatical behavior that 
students need to know about, what the distinction 
between countable and uncountable nouns and how they behave, How verbs 
behave in such grammatical patterns, what are phrasal verb and how they behave, 
How adjective ordered, what position can be adverbs be used in, knowing a word 
means far more than just understanding (one of) its meaning. Somehow our 
teaching must help students to understand what this knowledge implies both in 
general and far certain words in particular. By being aware of this knowledge 
students will be more receptive to the contextual behavior of words when they 
first see them in text, etc. And they will be better able to manipulate both the 
meaning and forms or the words. 
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b.  Kinds of vocabulary 
There are many kinds of vocabulary found in Wikipedia (2008). Based on 
four skill in language learning, vocabulary divided into four groups: 
a) Listening vocabulary; all the words he or she can recognize when 
listening to speech. They are the stock of words to which one respond with 
meaning and understanding in speech of others. Listening vocabulary influence 
how much they understand in class lectures, class discussion, etc. 
b) Reading vocabulary is all the words he or she can recognize when 
reading. They are the words whish one responds the meaning and understanding 
in writing. 
c) Writing vocabulary is the words he or she can employ in writing. 
They are the words that come readily to one‘s finger. Writing vocabulary 
determine how clearly accurately they can express ideas in writing. 
d) Speaking vocabulary is all the words he or she can use in speech. 
They are the words that come readily to the tongue in one conversation. Speaking 
vocabulary affect how well the people understand and react.  
Beside the classification above, Schail in Harmoko Mike (2014) stated that 
every person has three types of vocabulary. They are: 
a. Active vocabulary. It is the words we usually use in speaking 
spontaneously. 
b. Reserve vocabulary. It is the words we know but we rarely use them in 
ordinary speech. We use them in writing, when we have more time to 
consider them. 
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c. Passive vocabulary. It is the words we recognize vaguely but we are not 
sure of the meanings. We never use them in either speech or writing. We 
just know that we have seen them before. 
Moreover, referring to using a word, vocabulary just classify into two 
groups. The first is active vocabulary which consists of the words used in 
speaking and writing. The other one is the vocabulary consists of those words 
which are not usually using them but we can understand when we meet them in 
text. 
c. Size Vocabulary and Depth Vocabulary 
When discussing vocabulary, a distinction is often made between size of 
vocabulary (number of known words) and depth of knowledge (how well those 
words are known) However, the relationship between the two constructs is still 
unclear. Some scholars argue that there is little real difference between the two, 
while regression analyses show that depth typically adds unique explanatory 
power compared to size alone. Ultimately, the relationship between size and depth 
of vocabulary knowledge depends on how each is conceptualized and measured. 
In an attempt to provide an empirical basis for exploring the size–depth 
relationship, this critical synthesis identifies studies that contain measures of both 
size and depth. Based on a number of different conceptualizations of depth, 
various patterns emerged. For higher frequency words and for learners with 
smaller vocabulary sizes, there is often little difference between size and a variety 
of depth measures. However, for lower frequency words and for larger vocabulary 
sizes, there is often a gap between size and depth, as depth measures lag behind 
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the measures of size. Furthermore, some types of word knowledge (e.g., 
derivative knowledge) seem to have generally lower correlations with size than 
other types. (Norbert Schmitt, 2014) 
Paul Nation and Batia Laufer used one version to measure the size 
vocabulary. In their research, if students get a score of 9 (75%) from 12 questions, 
on word level 2.000, it is estimated that the student knows 75% (1.500). If 
researcher continue to use this logic on other tests (word level 3.000, 5.000, 
10.000 and university word lists) it can obtain an estimate of the vocabulary size. 
And the researcher used this method to measure the student's vocabulary size at 
the second grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba. 
3. Definition of Teaching vocabulary 
Vocabulary is one basic component to develop English as a foreign 
language at elementary, intermediate, or advance levels. It plays important roles to 
support other language skills such as listening, speaking reading, and writing. 
Coady and Huckin state ―vocabulary is central to language and of critical 
importance to the typical language learner‖ (Coady and Huckin, 1997) 
McCarthy has a statement about the importance of vocabulary, he states ―No 
matter how well the students learns grammar , no matter how successfully the 
sounds of L2 are mastered , without words to express a wider range of meaning, 
communication in L2 just cannot happen in any meaningful way.   
(McCarthy, 1990) 
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Rivers in Nunan says that the acquisition of an adequate vocabulary is 
essential for successful second language use because without an extensive 
vocabulary, we will be unable to use the structures and functions that we may 
have learned for comprehensible communication (Rivers in Nunan, 1991) From 
the opinion above, it can be concluded that vocabulary is very important to 
achieve language skills as listening, reading, speaking and writing. 
 
C. Conceptual Framework  
The researcher focuses on teaching active vocabulary by using literature. 
However, there are two classes which are divided into experimental class and 
controlled class. The conceptual framework of this research is as follows. 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Depth  Size Productive 
Vocabulary 
Teaching literature as a 
context (short stories) 
Vocabulary size 
identification 
Students analysis 
Students at Second Grade 
of   
SMAN 9 Bulukumba 
Test 
Vocabulary enrichment 
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The conceptual framework classified as follow: 
a. The subject of this research was students at second grade of SMAN 9 
BULUKUMBA. The purpose of this research was to improved students‘ 
active/productive vocabulary. Active vocabulary was speaking and writing 
skill, there were also two type of vocabulary size vocabulary and depth 
vocabulary. Size vocabulary is number of known words, how many words the 
students memorize and depth vocabulary is how well the students 
understanding about the words. But the researcher focuses on size vocabulary. 
The researcher was using literature in teaching vocabulary. 
b. The researcher gave short stories to identification students‘ vocabulary. 
c. Students‘ active vocabulary mastery was enriching. 
 
D. Hypothesis 
Based on the title of this research, the result possibilities into the following 
hypothesis:  
H1: Literature (short stories) can be used to teach vocabulary at the Second 
Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba. 
H0: Literature (short stories) can be used to teach vocabulary at the Second 
Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 
       This chapter dialed with research design, research variable, population and 
sample, research instrument, data collecting procedures, and technique of data 
analysis. 
 
A. Research Design 
 In this research, the researcher conducted Quasi Experimental Research. 
In this research, the researcher was taken two classes. Those were experimental 
class and controlled class. One group was given a pre-test before treatment. And 
then, after the treatment finished, the post test was given to see the achievement 
of the treatment. The effectiveness of this research was comparing the score of 
pre-test and post-test. If the score of post-test is higher than pre-test, it means that 
this treatment is effective. 
Experimental Group  : 01 X 02 
Controlled Group   : 03  04 
Where:  
X: Treatment in experimental class 
 O1: Pre – test in experimental class 
O2: Post – test in experimental class 
O3: Pre-test in controlled class 
O4: Post-test in controlled class 
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B. Research Variable 
This research consisted of two variables, those were independent and 
dependent variable. The independent of this research was literature and dependent 
variable of this research was Teaching Vocabulary. 
 
C. Population and Sample 
1. Population 
Sugiyono (2011:117) stated that the population is generalization that 
consists of object or subject who has quality and characteristic that is decided by 
researchers to be learned and then make a conclusion. So, the population of this 
research was the Second Grade students of SMAN 9 Bulukumba who enrolled in 
academic years 2017/2018.. 
No Class  Number of Student  
1 XI. MIPA 1 35 students 
2 XI. MIPA 2 35 students 
3 XI. MIPA 3 35 students 
4 XI. MIPA 4 35 students 
 Total  140 students 
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2. Sample 
Sample is a part of representative of the population, according to Gay.LR 
and Diehl.PL (1992) determining the sample depends on the type of research 
carried out, for example experimental research the number of samples in each 
group are 15 samples. The researcher took two classes for this research. The 
technique sampling used in this research was random sampling. The sample of 
this research XI MIPA 1 consisted of 15 students as the controlled class and Class 
XI MIPA 2 consisted of 15 students as experimental class, the total samples 30 
students. 
No Class Number of Students Samples 
1. XI. MIPA 1  35 students 15  students 
2 XI. MIPA 2 35 students 15  students 
Total 70 students 30  students 
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D. Research Instruments 
The researcher used two kinds of research instruments  
1. Questionnaire  
Questionnaire is giving the students to find out information about the 
factors. According to Kunandar, there are two types of questionnaire: 
a. Unstructured Questionnaire 
Unstructured Questionnaire is a number of questions that can be answered 
freely. It means that it can be an opinion, perception, idea, etc.  
b. Structured Questionnaire 
Structure Questionnaire is a number of questions that have alternative 
answers. Structured questionnaire consists of two types: 
a) Opened-ended Questionnaire 
Opened-ended question give respondent opportunity to answer that question 
by their words. 
b) Close-ended Question 
Closes-ended question researcher has answer of that question, respondent just 
need to choose the answer. 
The researcher used structured questionnaire closes-ended question to 
collect information. 
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2. Test 
Tests of vocabulary are often connected with reading skills, here we can 
test everything together such as passive and active vocabulary, collocations etc. 
Testing vocabulary also occurs in placement tests or diagnostic tests to find out 
the students´ level of knowledge or in achievement tests at the end of the school 
year (Thornbury, 2002) the researcher gave four types of test: 
a. Multiple choice  
The biggest advantage of this kind of testing is that we do not have to worry 
about subjectivity because only one answer should be correct. Secondly, it is very 
easy and quick for the examiner to correct this test because he or she just puts 
ticks or crosses. Hughes proves that it does not show the real level of someone´s 
abilities because the examiner or the teacher cannot discover the knowledge of 
grammar, for instance, because we do not know if the examinee can use it in 
writing or speaking. There are 8 items multiple choices in this research. 
b. Matching test 
There are two groups of words mostly in two columns, the student has to 
make pairs of these words which make sense somehow. They are especially good 
for practicing vocabulary such as adjectives of opposite meaning. Berka and 
Váňová add that matching is especially good for testing definitions, events and 
relations. (Ur, 1991) claims that the items are demanding to create, but often they 
emerge from the context. There are 6 items matching test in this research. 
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c. Definition test 
The teacher gives students a list of definitions of words she needs to test 
(Hughes 150). However, not every word can be easily defined and sometimes 
there can be more than one possible answer. Moreover, the definitions should be 
clear so that students understand the definition and can come to the right answer. I 
would recommend giving the pilot definitions to a teacher´s colleague to try them 
first. I think that definitions are good to use because students have to be active and 
not just translate words. There are eight items definition test in this research. 
d. Writing sentence test 
Students have to make sentences from given words. For example: healthy, 
violence, elephant etc. This is a very interesting exercise which is worth trying but 
teachers must bear in mind that it will not be easy to mark such exercise easily. 
Moreover, the students must be at least pre-intermediate to be able to create such 
specific sentences. On the other hand, students will show if they can use a 
particular word in context. There are three items writing sentence test in this 
research.  
The researcher used all of test types in this research. 
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E. Procedure of collecting Data 
1. Pre-test 
Before doing the treatment, the students both two groups (experimental 
class and controlled class) were given pre-test to know the students‘ achievement 
to make sure of the students ability on experimental group and controlled group 
where had not significantly different. In this section, on July 11th-2018 the 
researcher gave pre-test for 90 minutes, total number of pre-test are 25 questions 
and total respondents are 20 students. 
2. Treatment 
  Treatment was a way to improve students‘ active vocabulary through 
Literature. After giving the pre-test, the students who were taught by using short 
stories as a media. It took place three meetings. Each meeting spent 90 minutes. 
There are some steps in treatment process, those are: 
 
The first treatment on July 16st   2018 at 10.00am 
1) The researcher said greet to the students, 
2) The researcher introduced her self, 
3) The researcher asked the students to mention their family members to 
know the students‘ knowledge, 
4) The researcher explained about family members such as nuclear family, 
extended family and step family, 
5) The researcher gets the students to listen the audio recording to know how 
the vocabulary pronounced in English, 
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6) The students asked to listen the conversation between two people who are 
talking about their families, 
7) The researcher asked the one of students to introduce their families in 
front of their friends, 
8) The researcher gave a literature entitled Cinderella and the students 
looking for family members in the literature, 
9) The students describe or explain the pictures and role as Cinderella, 
10) The students list unfamiliar vocabulary, 
11)  The researcher taught the unfamiliar vocabularies, 
12)  The students were split into three groups, 
13)  All of members interview one of their friends in the group, 
14) After Finishing, the students had been interviewed explain about his/her 
family in front of class. 
 
The second treatment on July 18th2018 
1) The researcher said peace to the students, 
2) The researcher was check students‘ attendance list, 
3) The researcher review about the last material, 
4) The researcher asked the students to mention some daily vocabulary to 
know the students‘ knowledge, 
5) The researcher explained the meaning, pronunciation and word class the 
vocabularies of the topic Daily Vocabulary used literature entitled Little 
Red Riding Hood, 
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6) The researcher present daily vocabulary list based on the literature 
entitled Little Red Riding Hood, 
7) The researcher got the students to pronounce the Vocabularies and 
repeated for many times, 
8) The researcher gave a literature as a context in teaching process and the 
students looking for daily vocabulary in the literature, 
9) The students were split into three groups, 
10) The researcher gave a card list daily life vocabulary to the groups, 
11) All of the group guessed the meaning and class word, 
12) The winner was the group gains the highest score. 
 
The third treatment on July 20th 2018 
1) The researcher said peace to the students, 
2) The researcher was check students‘ attendance list, 
3) The researcher asked the students‘ feeling and giving brainstorming,   
4) The researcher review about the last material, 
5) The researcher asked the students to mention pronounce to know the 
students knowledge,  
6) The researcher explained the meaning, pronunciation, of the pronoun used 
literature entitled How Moon Became Beautiful, 
7) The researcher present table about pronoun, 
8) The researcher got the students to pronounce the pronoun and repeated for 
many times, 
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9) The researcher gave a literature entitled How Moon Became Beautiful 
and looking for pronoun in the literature, 
10) The students were then split into three groups,  
11) The researcher gave a card about pronoun, 
12) All of the group guess the personal pronoun, possesive pronoun and 
reflexive pronoun, 
13) The winner was the group gains highest score. 
 
3. Post test 
After giving the treatment, the students both two groups (experimental class 
and controlled class) were given post-test to know the students‘ achievement to 
make sure of the students‘ ability on experimental group and controlled group 
where had not significantly different. In this section, on July 20th-2018 the 
researcher gave post-test for 90 minutes, total number of post-test are 25 questions 
and total respondents are 20 students. 
 
F. Technique of Data Analysis 
This research would be analyzed by using statistical analysis; the steps 
were taken in statistic descriptive analysis and statistical inferential analysis. 
1. Statistic Descriptive Analysis Techniques 
Statistic descriptive analysis techniques were used to answer the first 
problem research, which is to know the effectiveness of the literature as a context 
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for teaching active vocabulary at the Second Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba. 
Statistic Descriptive analysis technique is an analysis technique to describe the 
state of the sample in the form of percentages (%), number of samples (n), 
average, standard deviation (S), maximum value (max), and minimum value 
(min). Then distributed in a categorization then presented in the form of tables and 
graphs. 
a. Percentage Calculation (%) 
P = f / N x 100% 
Information: 
p = percentage number 
f = frequency that the frequency is looking for 
N = number of sample respondents 
b. Classifying the students‘ scores using the following scale: 
2501-3000 words Very Good   
601-2500 words Good 
301-600 words Fair 
151-300 words Poor 
≥ 150 words Very Poor 
(Adapted of Hanyu Shuiping Kaoshi) 
c. Calculation the average value, standard deviation, variance, maximum 
and minimum values using the SPSS version 20 application. 
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2. Statistic of Inferential 
 Inferential statistical analysis was used to test the research hypothesis 
by using independent test simple t-test. But beforehand the normality test and 
homogeneity test are used as prerequisite tests. 
a. Prerequisite Test 
Analysis prerequisite tests are carried out to test the data that had been 
obtained, so that hypothesis testing can be carried out. Analysis prerequisite test 
consists of normality test and homogeneity test. For more details, it will be 
explained more fully below. 
b. Normality test 
 Normality test is a test performed on the data to find out whether the 
data is normally distributed or not. The normality test used in this study is the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at the level of α = 0.05, as follows: 
               |  ( )      ( )|| 
With: 
D      : Calculate D value 
       ( ) : Cumulative theoretical frequency distribution  
       ( ) : Cumulative frequency distribution of observations 
Testing criteria: 
The data is stated to be normally distributed if Dvalue < Dtable at the 
significant level α = 0.05. Besides testing normality was also processed with the 
help of IBM SPSS version 20 for Windows application program with 
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov analysis at a significance level of α = 0.05, with the 
following test criteria: 
Sig value ≥ 0.05; H0 is accepted, so it could be concluded that the sample 
comes from a population that is normally distributed. 
Sig value <0.05; H0 is rejected, so it could be concluded that the sample 
comes from a population that is not normally distributed. 
a. Homogeneity Testing 
To find out the variance of both homogeneous or not samples, it is 
necessary to test the variance homogeneity first with the  -Fmax.test 
      
    
 
    
  
With:  
                 : F count value 
    
 : Biggest variance 
    
 : Smallets variance 
The testing criteria is if Fvalue < Ftable on the real level with Ftable can get the F 
distribution with the degree of freedom of each corresponding to the numerator 
and the denominator at the level α = 0.05. 
Homogeneity testing was also calculated using the IBM SPSS version 20 for 
Windows program at a significant level of α = 0.05. 
b. Hypothesis testing 
a) To look for differences 
 Hypothesis testing is used to determine the temporary allegations 
formulated in the research hypothesis using a two test with a level of α = 0.05. 
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 Hypothesis testing of students' mathematical communication ability test data 
was analyzed using t-test on independent sample t-test. The hypothesis is as 
follows: 
i. Formulating a hypothesis statistically 
            and            
   = Literature (short stories) cannot using to teach active vocabulary 
at the Second Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba 
   = Literature (short stories) can using to teach active vocabulary at 
the Second Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba 
   = Average results of the analysis of the teaching active vocabulary 
mastery using Literature (short stories) at the Second 
Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba 
   = Average results of analysis of active vocabulary mastery not 
taught using literature (short stories) at the Second Grade 
of SMAN 9 Bulukumba 
ii. Determining the value of the degree of freedom (dk) 
dk = N1 + N2 – 2 
 With α = 0.05 
iii. Determining the value of t-table at α = 0.05 
ttable = t(α , dk) 
iv. Determining the value of t 'The formula determines the value of 
the statistical test, namely 
  
 ̅   ̅ 
√
(    )  
  (    )  
 
       
(
 
  
 
 
  
)
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With : 
 ̅  = The average value of the experimental class 
 ̅  = Average value of the controlled class 
  
 
 = Experimental class variance 
  
 
 = Controlled class variance 
   = Number of sample members of the experimental class 
   = Number of controlled class sample members 
v. Withdrawal of Conclusions 
Testing criteria, if tvalue > ttable and sig value <0.05, H0 is rejected and H1 is 
accepted. Hypothesis testing was also calculated using the IBM SPSS version 20 
for Windows program at a significant level of α = 0.05. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
A. Findings 
The findings of this research were based on the results of the data analysis. 
The test consists of pre-test and post-test. The pre-test was given to find out the 
students‘ vocabulary mastery before treatment and the post-test was given to find 
out the improvement of the students‘ vocabulary mastery after giving the 
treatment 
1. Using literature as a context for Teaching Vocabulary at the 
Second Grade of  SMAN 9 Bulukumba 
Using literature in this research meant teaching by taking three main stages 
in consideration. Teaching was defined as the process of imparting knowledge or 
skill to a group of students by applying three main stages, planning the teaching, 
giving instruction in teaching and evaluating the teaching outcomes. More 
specifically, Smith (2016) defined teaching as the process of attending to student‘s 
needs, experiences and feelings, and making specific interventions to help them 
learn particular things. Attending to student‘s needs, experiences and feeling 
referred to pre teaching where teachers were required to determine their teaching 
materials on the basis of needs analysis and situation analysis. Making specific 
interventions referred to the teachers‘ teaching method which consist of teachers‘ 
way in giving lesson, encouraging students‘ participation in the classroom, using 
teaching instruments to support effective teaching. Learning particular things 
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referred to the process of meassuring if the learning outcomes achive the course 
objective (evaluation). English teaching could be interprated as the process of 
imparting skills and knowledge of English to a group of students whose first 
language was not English through the implementation of three main stages, pre 
teaching (lesson plan, teaching material and teaching material framework), while 
teaching (Pre-test and teaching process), as well as, post-teaching (post-
test/measure learning outcomes). 
(Kaharuddin, 2018) 
a. Pre-teaching 
Pre teaching here refered to the process of preparing all instruments such as 
lesson plan and teaching material.  
a) Lesson Plan of Literature English Language Teaching (ELT) 
 Lesson plan was the most important part of a lesson because in the lesson 
plan the teacher presented information about the materials and procedures  during 
learning process. 
Therefore, Woodward in Kaharuddin (2018) claimed that planning a lesson 
included following; considering the students, thing of the content, materials and 
activities that could go into a course or lesson to ensure that the teacher will teach 
well and the students learn a lot from the lesson or the course. In this case, a 
lesson was recognized as a unified set of activities that focused on one teaching 
objective at a time. A teaching objective stated what the learners would be able to 
do at the end of the lesson. Teachers used the information learned through the 
needs analysis to develop the objectives of the planned lessons. Lesson plan could 
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help the teacher to manage time in learning process and make teaching material.   
Specially in this research, the researcher made lesson plan format based on 
Woodward‘s theory. The essential components of a lesson plan as followed: 
a. Stipulating objective/lesson objective 
This refered to a process of determining the target skills (language skill such 
as vocabulary, grammar or pronounciation) of a language program. The objectives 
were decided based on the students‘ needs identified from needs analysis. 
b. Providing materials and equipment 
The course objective should be used as the basis for developing materials 
and equipments. The materials development was employed to ensure that 
activities could be carried out as effective as possible to attain the planned 
objective in each lesson. Material refered to anything which can be used to 
facilitate the learning of a language. In this research, the researcher made three 
materials: Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood and How Moon Became Beautiful. 
The researcher taught about Family Members used Cinderella story. Class word 
was taught by using Little Red Riding Hood story, while Pronoun were taught by 
using How Moon Became Beautiful story. 
c. Activities 
Activities could be recognized as a classroom task that had an objective to 
be attained by getting the students to interact among them. The task contained a 
mechanism of the interaction. Activities in this research were as follows. The first 
researcher conducted opening and checked attendance list. Then, the researcher 
gave explanation how important vocabulary in daily life. The researcher asked the 
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students to mention vocabulary based on the topic each teaching material, Family 
Members, Daily Vocabulary and Pronoun. After that, students mentioned the 
vocabulary and researcher explained the topic. Then, the researcher asked the 
students to listen pronounciation in English and repeat after the teacher. The 
researcher gave literature as a context in learning process entitled Cinderella for 
looking for family members, Little Red Riding Hood for looking for daily 
vocabulary/class word and How Moon Became Beautiful for looking for pronoun. 
d. Evaluation  
Tests were one of procedure used in conducting evaluation toward learning 
and teaching process to uncover if the students had achieved the competencies as 
stipulated in courses‘ objectives. Besides, test could provide valuable information 
to the teacher whether the learning process run effectively or not.  
b) Teaching Materials of Literature English Language Teaching 
(ELT) 
The researcher made three teaching materials in experimental class and 
controlled class. First, family members material and the researcher taught the 
material by using literature entitled Cinderella. In teaching process, the researcher 
taught about family members such as nuclear family (father, mother, sister, etc), 
extended family (uncle, aunt, grandfather, grandmother, etc) and stepfamily 
(stepfather, stepmother, stepsister, stepbrother, etc). Second, daily vocabulary 
material, the researcher taught the material by using literature entitled Little Red 
Riding Hood. The researcher taught part of speech like noun, adjective and verb. 
The researcher choosed the material because some of students could not 
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distinguish the differential of class word. The last, Pronoun material, the researher 
taught the material by using literature entitled How Moon Became Beautiful. In 
teaching process, the researcher taught about pronoun such as Subject, object, 
possesive pronoun, possesive adjective pronoun and reflexive pronoun. The 
researcher choosed pronoun material because the students still less capable in 
pronuniation. Whereas, they need to understand it well because pronoun material 
was really important in English. 
In order to understand the procedure of material, the researcher presented 
the framework as follows. 
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b. While Teaching  
While teaching was the implementation of material in teaching process. 
While teaching explained about the process of research or teaching process. The 
research conducted in SMAN 9 Bulukumba class XI MIPA 1 and class XI MIPA 
2. Teaching process was conducted three meetings to teach the materials and each 
meeting needed 90 minutes. 
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 In the descriptive analysis, the data process pre-test and post-test data. In 
the experimental class namely class XI IPA 2 which was taught using Literature 
(short stories) and there were 20 students attended in the class. While, controlled 
class namely class XI IPA 1 which was not taught using Literature (short stories) 
and there were 20 students attended  In the class. 
 Descriptive analysis was used to provide an overview of the scores of 
students' learning outcomes obtained in the form of the highest score, lowest 
score, mean (mean), standard deviation, and variance, which aimed to find out the 
Literature (short stories) used to teach vocabulary at the Second Grade of SMAN 
9 Bulukumba. The results of the descriptive analysis were as follows. 
a) Pre-test 
In the next phase was implementation, before giving treatment the 
researcher would like to know the students‘ entry ability by using pre-test. Entry 
ability meant that the first ability of students in knowing the vocabulary.  
1) The result of pre-test in Experimental class 
The researcher gave pre-test in experimental class that consisted of 25 items. 
The result could be shown in the following table: 
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Table 1 
The Cassification of the Students’ Pre-test  
in Experimental Class 
 
NO. Name 
Vocabulary Mastery (words) 
Pre-test Category  
1 001 1050 Words Good 
2 002 1140 Words Good 
3 003 840 Words Good 
4 004 660 Words Good 
5 005 1860 Words Good 
6 006 960 Words Good 
7 007 1230 Words Good 
8 008 1080 Words Good 
9 009 1200 Words Good 
10 010 2100 Words Good 
11 011 1620 Words Good 
12 012 1530 Words Good 
13 013 1860 Words Good 
14 014 480 Words Fair 
15 015 1020 Words Good 
Source: Primary Data Processing 
 
Table 2 
The Rate Precentage of Score Experimental Class in the Pre-test 
 
 
Interval 
Vocabulary 
Mastery 
(words) 
Vocabulary Mastery of 
Experimental Class  
Pre test  Category 
Frequency  Percentage (%)    
2501-3000 0  0%  Very Good  
601-2500 14  93.3%  Good  
301-600  1  6.7%  Fair  
151-300  0  0%  Poor  
≥ 150  0  0%  Very Poor  
Total 15  100%    
Source: Primary Data Processig 
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Based on the table above, before giving a treatment (pre-test) of students' 
vocabulary mastery, there was 1 student in the fair category with a percentage of 
6.7%, and 14 students in the good category with a percentage of 93.3%.  
The pre-test was facilitated and analyzed by using SPSS that achieved 
results in the following pre-test description: 
Table 3 
Descriptive Statistic  
 
Descriptive Statistic Pre-test 
Total Sample 15 
Mean 1456 
Std. Deviation 456.365 
Variance 208268.571 
Minimum 390 
Maximum 2100 
 
Based on the results of the pre-test obtained the average value of learning 
independence of students experiencing did not too significantly increase, where 
the value of the pre-test were 1456. 
Table 4 
Test of Normality 
 
  Sig. Value
 
Experimental 
Class 
Pre Test 0.200 
 
In the results of the normality test of the pre-test data, it showed the value of 
Sig. amounts to 0.200 using a significance level of 0.05. Mean value of Sig. 
highest than α (0.200> 0.05) so it could be concluded that the experimental class 
pre-test data was normally distributed 
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2) The result of pre-test in Controlled class 
The pre-test description of this research could be stated by stating: the 
researcher gave a pre-test in Controlled Class that consisted of 25 items before 
giving the treatment (teaching).  The result could be shown in the following table: 
 
Table 5  
The Classification of the Students’ Pre-test in Controlled Class 
 
No. Name Vocabulary Mastery 
Pre-test Category 
1 001 1740 Words Good 
2 002 390 Words Fair 
3 003 1920 Words Good 
4 004 1410 Words Good 
5 005 1740 Words Good 
6 006 1170 Words Good 
7 007 1140 Words Good 
8 008 2100 Words Good 
9 009 870 Words Good 
10 010 1560 Words Good 
11 011 1320 Words Good 
12 012 1140 Words Good 
13 013 1680 Words Good 
14 014 1860 Words Good 
15 015 1800 Words Good 
Source: Primary Data Processing 
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Table 6 
The Rate Precentage of Score Controlled Class in the Pre-test 
 
 
Interval 
Vocabulary 
Mastery 
(words) 
Vocabulary Mastery Controlled Cass  
Pre test  Category 
Frequency  Percentage (%)   
2501-3000 0  0%  Very Good 
601-2500 14  93.3%  Good 
301-600  1  6.7%  Fair 
151-300  0  0%  Poor 
≥ 150  0  0%  Very Poor 
Total 15  100%   
Source: Primary Data Processing 
Based on the table above, before being given a treatment (pre-test) students' 
vocabulary mastery, there was 1 student in the fair category with a percentage of 
6.7%, and 14 students in the good category with a percentage of 93.3%.  
The pre-test were facilitated and analyzed by using SPSS that achieved 
results in the following pre-test description. 
Table 7 
Descriptive Statistic 
 
Statistic Descriptive  Pre-test 
Total Sample  15 
Mean  1456 
Std. Deviation  456.365 
Variance  208268.571 
Minimum  390 
Maximum  2100 
Source: Primary Data Processing 
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Based on the results of the pre-test obtained the average value of learning 
independence of students experiencing did not too significant increas, where the 
value of the pre-test was 1456 
b) Teaching Process 
 Teaching process was conducted  on July 10-20 July 2018 in the second 
grade in take 2018/2019 class XI MIPA 1 and class XI MIPA2. of SMAN 9 
Bulukuba. The total respondents were 60  students because some of them did not 
come in the class when teaching process begun, the respondents consisted of male 
and female. On July 16 2018  the researcher conduct the first treatment  at 10.00 
AM, in XI MIPA 2 for 90 minutes while in on July 17 2018 XI MIPA 1 at 10.00 
AM. They had different days for English class so the researcher cannot did the 
treatment in same day.  
The purpose implementation was to improve the students‘ target to have 
improvement of  Vocabulary mastery  using literature. Following this, evaluation 
was aimed at reviewing the material so that the students could save it in their 
long-term memory. 
c. Post-teaching (Evaluation) 
The purpose of evaluation phase was evaluating the effect of teaching the 
course contents and the outcomes of implementing the procedure materials. In this 
evaluation phase discussed about the finding of the research dealed with the 
students‘ score from pre-test and post-test, the frequency and the rate percentage 
of the students‘ score, the means score and standard deviation of pre-test and post-
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test, the   t-test  value and hypothesis testing. This had been found out the t-test 
scores of experimental class were significantly higher than the t-table score, 
 
t-value = 3.883 t-table2.048 
 
The following was a table of results of hypothesis testing data using 
vocabulary short stories at the Second Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba. 
 
Table 8 
Group Statistic 
 
Vocabulary 
Mastery 
Class Mean Std. 
Deviation 
Std. Error 
Mean 
Experiment
al 2350 495249 127.873 
Controlled 1688 436.728 112.763 
In addition the score analysis used SPSS (Statitistical Package for the Social 
Sciences) software  version 20. The findings were described as follow: 
1) The Result of Post-Test in Experimental Class 
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Table 9 
The Classification of the Students’ Post-test in Experimental Class 
No. Name Vocabulary Mastery 
Post-test Category 
1 001 1800 Words Good 
2 002 2460 Words Good 
3 003 2430 Words Good 
4 004 1260 Words Good 
5 005 2490 Words Good 
6 006 2880 Words Very Good 
7 007 2190 Words Good 
8 008 2310 Words Good 
9 009 2370 Words Good 
10 010 3000 Words Very Good 
11 011 2880 Words Good 
12 012 2220 Words Good 
13 013 3000 Words Very Good 
14 014 1680 Words Good 
15 015 2280 Words Good 
Source: Primary Data Processing 
Table 10 
The Rate Percentage of Score Experimental Class in Post test 
 
 
Interval 
Vocabulary 
Mastery 
(words) 
Vocabulary Mastery of Experimental Class  
Post test 
Category Frequency  Percentage (%) 
2501-3000 4  26.6% Very Good 
601-2500 11  73.4% Good 
301-600  0  0% Fair 
151-300  0  0% Poor 
≥ 150  0  0% Very Poor 
Total  15  100%  
Source: Primary Data Processing 
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After giving treatment and post-test,  the students' vocabulary mastery 
showed that there were 4 students in very good category with a percentage of 
26.6% and 11 students in good category with a percentage of 73.4%. 
The post-test were facilitated and analyzed by using SPSS that finally 
achieved result in the following post-test description: 
Table 11 
Descriptive statistic 
 
Statistic 
Descriptive 
 Postest  
Total Sample  15 
Mean  2350 
Std. Deviation  495.249 
Variance  245271.429 
Minimum  1260 
Maximum  3000  
 
2) The Result of Post-test in Controlled Class 
The researcher gave post-test in controlled class that consisted of 25 items 
after doing treatments (teaching) on July 25 2018 at 01.00 AM in XI MIPA 1. The 
result could be shown in the following table: 
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Table 12 
The Classification of the Students’ Post-test  
in Controlled Class 
 
No. Name Vocabulary Mastery 
Post-test Category 
1 001 1890 Words Good 
2 002 1710 Words Good 
3 003 2580 Words Very Good 
4 004 1500 Words Good 
5 005 2100 Words Good 
6 006 1530 Words Good 
7 007 1500 Words Good 
8 008 2160 Words Good 
9 009 900 Words Good 
10 010 1170 Words Good 
11 011 1560 Words Good 
12 012 1680 Words Good 
13 013 1140 Words Good 
14 014 1920 Words Good 
15 015 1980 Words Good 
Source: Primary Data Processing 
 
 
Table 13 
The Rate Percentage of Score Controlled Class in the Post test 
 
 
Interval 
Vocabulary 
Mastery 
(words) 
Vocabulary Mastery Controlled Cass  
Post test  
 
Category 
Frequency Percentage (%) 
2501-3000 1 6.7% Very Good 
601-2500 14 93.3% Good 
301-600  0 0% Fair 
151-300  0 0% Poor 
≥ 150  0 0% Very Poor 
Total 15 100%  
Source: Primary Data Processing 
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After being given a treatment and post-test, the students' vocabulary mastery 
showed that there was 1 student in very good category with a percentage of 6.7% 
and 14 students in the good category with a percentage of 93.3% 
Table 14 
Descriptive Statistic 
 
Descriptive 
Statistic 
 
 
Postest  
Total Sample  15 
Mean  1688 
Std. Deviation  436.728 
Variance  190731.429 
Minimum  900 
Maximum  2580 
 
3) The Overall Result of Pre-test and Post-test in Experimental Class and 
Controlled Class 
As a matter of fact, the using of pre-test and post-test was to measure 
students‘ knowledge in Vocabulary mastery. It could be seen that the rate 
percentage in post-test was higher than the rate percentage in pre –test in 
experimental class. Beside that the rate  percentage of pre-test and post-test in 
controlled class was still balanced. Based on the data above, there were 
improvements of students who were taught using literature. For all that, using 
literature had been improved the students‘ ability mastering vocabulary. Finally, 
the researcher concluded that using literature helped students to overcome their 
problem in mastering vocabulary. In addition, it could be seen of the the 
comparison between pre-test and post test score in experimental class. 
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Table 15 
The score comparison between Pre-test and Post-test 
 in Experimental Class 
 
No.  Name Vocabulary Mastery (words) 
Pre-test Category Post-test Kategori 
1 001 1050 Words Good 1800 Words Good 
2 002 1140 Words Good 2460 Words Good 
3 003 840 Words Good 2430 Words Good 
4 004 660 Words Good 1260 Words Good 
5 005 1860 Words Good 2490 Words Good 
6 006 960 Words Good 2880 Words Very Good 
7 007 1230 Words Good 2190 Words Good 
8 008 1080 Words Good 2310 Words Good 
9 009 1200 Words Good 2370 Words Good 
10 010 2100 Words Good 3000 Words Very Good 
11 011 1620 Words Good 2880 Words Very Good 
12 012 1530 Words Good 2220 Words Good 
13 013 1860 Words Good 3000 Words Very Good 
14 014 480 Words Fair 1680 Words Good 
15 015 1020 Words Good 2280 Words Good 
Source: Primary Data Processing 
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This was the graphic of pre-test and post-test in experimental class in order 
to understand and distinguish the students‘ improvement before and after giving 
treatment: 
 
Chart 1: The Pre-Test and Post-Test Score Distribution and Frequncy in 
Experimental Class 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Very Good Good Fair Poor Very Poor
0% 
93.30% 
6.70% 
0% 0% 
26.60% 
73.40% 
0% 0% 0 
Pre-test Post-test
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Table 16 
The score comparison between Pre-test and Post-test 
 in Controlled Class 
 
No. Name Vocabulary Mastery 
Pre-test Category Post-test Category 
1 001 1740 Words Good 1890 Words Good 
2 002 390 Words Fair 1710 Words Good 
3 003 1920 Words Good 2580 Words Very Good 
4 004 1410 Words Good 1500 Words Good 
5 005 1740 Words Good 2100 Words Good 
6 006 1170 Words Good 1530 Words Good 
7 007 1140 Words Good 1500 Words Good 
8 008 2100 Words Good 2160 Words Good 
9 009 870 Words Good 900 Words Good 
10 010 1560 Words Good 1170 Words Good 
11 011 1320 Words Good 1560 Words Good 
12 012 1140 Words Good 1680 Words Good 
13 013 1680 Words Good 1140 Words Good 
14 014 1860 Words Good 1920 Words Good 
15 015 1800 Words Good 1980 Words Good 
Source: Primary Data Processing  
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Chart 2: The Pre-Test and Post-Test Score Distribution and Frequncy in Conrolled 
Class 
This was the graphic of pre-test and post-test in controlled class in order to 
understand and distinguish the students‘ improvement. 
 
Inferential Statistic Analysis 
1.) Normality Test Data 
Before conducting further data processing, the research prerequisites were 
tested, namely normality test. Normality test was useful to overcome whether the 
research that would be carried out was normally distributed or not. In conducting 
the normality test, Kolmogorov Smirnov's normality test was used using a 
significance level of 0.05. If the number is significant (Sig.) <0.05, the data is not 
normally distributed. If the number is significant (Sig.)> 0.05 then the data is 
normally distributed. Following the results of the normality test obtained. 
 
 
Very Good Good Fair Poor Very Poor
0% 
93.30% 
6.70% 
0% 0% 
6.70% 
93.30% 
0% 0% 0% 
Pre-test Post-test
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a. Data Normality Pre-test and Post-test  Experimental Class 
Table 17  
Data Normality test pre-test and post-test Experimental Class 
 
  Sig. Value
 
Experimental 
Class 
Pre Test 0.200 
 Post Test 0.200 
 
In the results of the normality test of the pre-test data, it was known the 
value of Sig. amounting to 0.200 using a significance level of 0.05. Means the 
value of Sig. greater than α (0.200> 0.05) so it could be concluded that the 
experimental class pre-test data was normally distributed. 
In the results of the normality test of the post-test data, it was known the 
value of Sig. amounting to 0.200 using a significance level of 0.05. Means sign 
value greater than α (0.200> 0.05) so it could be concluded that the experimental 
class post-test data was normally distributed. 
b.  Data Normality pre-test and post-test Controlled Class 
 
Table 18  
Data Normality test pre-test and post-test 
 Controlled Class 
 
  Sig. Value
 
Controlled Class Pre Test 0.200 
 Post Test 0.200 
 
In the results of the normality test of the pre-test data it was known that the 
significance value is 0.200 by using a significance level of 0.05. Means sign value 
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greater than α (0.200> 0.05) so it could be concluded that the dick class pre-test 
data was normally distributed. 
On the results of the normality test of the post-test data it was known that 
the significance value is 0.200 using a significance level of 0.05. Means sign 
value greater than α (0.200> 0.05) so it could be concluded that the post-test data 
of the controlled class was normally distributed. 
c. Data Homogeneity Test 
The second prerequisite test was homogeneity test. Homogeneity test was 
useful to find out whether the research to be carried out comes from the same 
population or not. Homogeneity test in this study was conducted using the SPSS 
version 20 for Windows program through the Levene's Test of Equality of Error 
Variances method. Homogeneous testing criteria is data that is homogeneous if 
the number is significant (Sig.)> 0.05 and the data is not homogeneous if the 
number is significant (Sig.)> 0.05. Homogeneity test was taken from the analysis 
of experimental class and controlled class vocabulary mastery, each of which was 
14 students. The results of the analysis could be seen in the following table. 
Table 19 
Levene's Homogeneity Test Test of Equality of 
 Error Variances 
 
  Value Sig
 
Vocabulary 
Mastery 
Homogenitas 0.820 
  
 Based on the output above, the sign value was obtained amounting to 0.820. 
This value was greater than the selected α value, which is 0.05. Because the sign 
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value greater than α (0.820> 0.05) it could be concluded that the data from the two 
sample classes were homogeneous. 
Based on the prerequisite test for statistical analysis, it was found that the 
data on vocabulary mastery of both groups in this study were normally distributed 
and homogeneous. Therefore, hypothesis testing could be done using the two 
sample t-test formula or Independent Sample Test. Thus the statistical hypothesis 
was formulated as follows: 
            lawan            
With : 
          = Literature (short stories) can not using to teach vocabulary at the 
Second Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba 
    = Literature (short stories) can using to teach vocabulary at the 
Second Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba 
               = The average results of the analysis of the vocabulary mastery 
taught using Literature (short stories) at the Second Grade of 
SMAN 9 Bulukumba 
    = The average results of the analysis of unlearned vocabulary 
mastery using Literature (short stories) at the Second Grade of 
SMAN 9 Bulukumba 
The following was a table of results of hypothesis testing data using 
vocabulary short stories at the Second Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba. 
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Table 20 
Group Statistics 
 
Vocabulary 
Mastery 
Class Mean Std. 
Deviation 
Std. Error 
Mean 
Experiment
al 2350 495.249 127.873 
Controlled 1688 436.728 112.763 
 
 
Table 21 
Independent Samples Test 
 
 
Vocabulary Mastery 
Equal variances 
assumed 
Equal variances 
not assumed 
Levene's 
Test for 
Equality 
of 
Variances 
F 0.053 - 
Sig. 0.820 - 
t-test for 
Equality 
of Means 
T 3.883 3.883 
Df 28 27.569 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.001 0.001 
 
In the table group statistics the average Vocabulary Mastery of students in 
the experimental class who were taught with short stories were 2.350 words with a 
standard deviation of 495.294. Whereas for the controlled class which was not 
taught with Literature (short stories) the average value of Vocabulary Mastery 
were 1.688 words with a standard deviation of 436.728. This means descriptive 
average Vocabulary Mastery of students who were taught Literature (short stories) 
was higher than students who are not taught with short stories. 
In the Equal variances assumed column, and the Levene's Test for Equality 
of Variances row was obtained by an F value of 0.053 with the number sig. or p-
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value = 0.820> 0.05, which meant the population variance of the two groups was 
the same or homogeneous. Because the data variance was homogeneous, the 
Equal variances assumed column would be selected. In the t-test for Equality of 
Means row, the value of tvalue= 3.883, ttable = 2.048, df = 28 and sig. (2 tailed) or p-
value = 0.001 / 2 = 0.0005 <0.05, meaning that the value of tcount> ttable or 
significance value was smaller than the error level so that Ho was rejected. Thus 
the proposed hypothesis had been tested by data. So it could be concluded that the 
Literature (short stories) could use to teach vocabulary at the Second Grade of 
SMAN 9 Bulukumba. 
2. To know which materials are the factors in influencing the students’ 
active vocabulary improvement in implementing literature in teaching 
English at the Second Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba 
To answer the second research problem, the researcher used questionnaire to 
get the data. The researcher gave the questionnaire after post-test, questionnaire 
was the last section process of this research.    
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Table 22 
Questionnaire descriptive analysis 
 
Statistic 
Descriptive 
 
 
Content 
Vocabulary 
and 
Structure 
 
 
 
Activities/ 
exercises/ 
tasks 
Supplementary 
Materials 
 Illustration 
Total 
Sampel  15 15  15 15  15 
Mean  4.61 4.66  4.52 3.22  4.80 
Std. 
Deviation 
 0.45 0.41  0.28 0.43  0.56 
Variance  0.203 0.170  0.084 0.184  0.314 
Minimum  3.40 3.40  3.60 2.67  3.00 
Maximum  5.00 5.00  4.80 4.00  5.00 
  
In the previous section it had been known that the Literature (short stories) 
affect the mastery of students' vocabulary. So in this section, the factors would 
influence the effect of rural vocab by students after applying the Literature (short 
stories) would be analyzed. This data was obtained by analyzing studens‘ 
response questionnaire instrument. Students selected one of five optional 
Categoryes i.e 5= Strongly Agree; 4= Agree; 3= Netral; 2= Disagree; 1=Strongly 
Disagree. The questionnaire distributed that there are five main aspects that could 
be a factor in cause of students being able to master vocabulary through Literature 
(short stories). The aspects in question consisted of: content, vocabulary and 
structure, activities / exercises / tasks, supplementary materials, and illustration. 
There were for analysis of student responses in each aspect, as follows. 
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1. Aspects of Content 
In the aspect of content woud describe the suitability of the material and the 
approach used at the level of ability of students. For the analysis could be seen in 
the following table.    
Table 23  
Aspect Content Analysis 
 
Content 
Percentage of students‘ Response 
(%) Average 
SA A N DA SDA 
1. The materials cover 
avariety of topic and 
situation appropriate to 
the learner‘s level and 
need 
 
12 
 students 
80% 
 
3  
students 
20% 
0% 0% 0% 96% 
2. The materials give 
students to practice more 
vocabulary 
3 
 students 
20% 
10 
 students 
73.4% 
2 
 students  
6.60% 
0% 0% 81.3% 
3.  The materials use 
authentic text  
12  
students 
80.10% 
1 
 student 
6.60% 
2  
students 
13.30% 
0% 0% 93.3% 
4. The materials suits the 
interest of the students 
13  
students 
86.80% 
1 
 student 
6.60% 
1  
student 
6.60% 
0% 0% 96% 
5. The themes and topics 
are relevant to syllabus 
aims 
13 
 students 
86.70% 
0% 
2 
 students 
13.30% 
0% 0% 94.6% 
Average commulative 
Percentage 92.2% 
Source: Primary Data Processing  
Based on the analysis in the table above could be seen in the aspect of 
content was one of the factors that had a large influence to improve Vocabulary 
Mastery students with a percentage of 92.3%.  To support this table the researcher 
interviewed some respondents about the content of the materials, as follow: 
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01 : I think all of materials and the topic is very interesting and appropriate 
to our level and needs. Because the one of topics is part of speech , and through 
this literature my vocabulary about things and verb was improve.  
2. Aspects of Vocabulary and Structure 
In the aspect of vocabulary and structure, it described the use of vocabulary 
and grammar in accordance with the level and needs of students. For the analysis 
could be seen in the following table: 
Table 24  
Vocabulary and Structure aspect Analysis 
 
Content 
Percentage of students‘ Response 
 
avera
ge SA A N DA SDA 
1. The language function, 
language focus, 
vocabulary and 
grammar items are 
appropriate to the 
students level and 
needs. 
13  
students 
86.70% 
2  
students 
13.30% 
0% 0% 0% 97.3% 
2. There is an attempt to 
bring in vocabulary 
and grammar relevant 
to the students‘s 
needs. 
13 
students 
86.80% 
1 
 student 
6.60% 
1  
student 
6.60% 
0% 0% 96% 
3. There is vocabulary in 
each unit 
13 
students 
86% 
1 
 student 
6.60% 
1 
 student 
6.60% 
0% 0% 96% 
4. There is a grammar 
lesson in each unit 
3 
students 
20% 
10 
students 
66.70% 
2 
students 
13.30% 
0% 0% 81.3% 
5. The vocabulary in the 
materials meets the 
everyday vocabulary 
for the students  
12 
students8
0% 
3 
 students 
20% 
0% 0% 0% 96% 
Average comulative 
Percentage 93.3% 
Source: Primary Data Processing  
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Based on the analysis in the table above it could be seen that the aspects of 
vocabulary and structure were one of the factors that had a large influence to 
improve Vocabulary Mastery of students with a percentage of 93.3%. Following 
this, some students gave their opinion about the language items avaiable in the 
following materials as follows: 
04 : Every units or materials, there is list vocabulary. Its really help us to 
improve our new vocabulary. And there are many vocabulary we can use in our 
daily life.  
05 : The researcher teach us how to pronounce every words. Before the 
researcher teach us,  we do mistake, and the researcher ask me to follow her to 
repeat the pronounce every words. I really exited to repeat, because I think if we 
good in pronounciation, being able to pronoun vocabulary appropriately will 
enable othe student understand our English easily) 
3. Aspects of activities/exercises/tasks 
In the aspects of activities/exercises/tasks, it described activities, 
informations and tests that were appropriate to the level and needed of students 
throughout the learning process. For the analysis, it could be seen in the following 
table: 
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Table 25 
 Activities/exercises/tasks Aspect Analysis 
 
Content 
Percentage of students‘ Response 
 (%) Avera
ge SA A N DA SDA 
1. The activities, exercises, 
tasks are interesting 
12  
students 
80% 
2  
students 
20% 
0% 0% 0% 96% 
2. The activities, exercises, 
tasks are aimed in 
developing students‘ 
vocabulary 
5  
students 
33.30% 
9  
students 
60.10% 
1  
student 
6.60% 
0% 0% 85.3% 
3. The materials provides for 
a real-world use language 
in daily life 
12 
 students 
80% 
3 
 students 
20% 
0% 0% 0% 96% 
4. The situations in each 
materials are appropriate to 
the learners‘ level and need. 
9 
 students 
60% 
6 
 students 
40% 
0% 0% 0% 92% 
5. The activities, exercises, 
and tasks provide to 
varying learning 
arrangments like working 
individually or in a group. 
13 
 students 
86.80% 
1 
 student 
6.60% 
1 
 student 
6.60% 
0% 0% 96% 
6. The activities, exercises, 
and  tasks focus on 
vocabulary mastery, 
pronounciation practice, 
and grammar 
understanding. 
2  
students 
13.30% 
5 
 students 
33.30% 
8 
 students 
53.40% 
0% 0% 72% 
7. The activities, exercises, 
and tasks allow for 
appropriate use of language 
12  
students 
80.10% 
2 
 students 
13.30% 
1 
 student 
6.60% 
0% 0% 94.6% 
8. The acivities, exercises and 
tasks allow for optimization 
of language skills. 
2 
 students 
13.30% 
11 
 students 
73.40% 
2  
students 
13.30% 
0% 0% 80% 
9. The activities, exercises, 
and tasks allow for the 
teachers‘ initiative to 
modify the activity 
14  
students 
93.40% 
0% 
1 
 student 
6.60% 
0% 0% 97.3% 
10. The instructions for the 
activities, exercises, and 
tasks are simple and clear 
13 
 students 
86.80% 
1  
student 
6.60% 
1  
student 
6.60% 
0% 0% 96% 
Average comulative 
Percentage 90.5% 
Source: Primary Data Processing  
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Based on the analysis in the table above it could be seen that the aspects of 
activities/exercises/tasks were one of the factors that had a large influence to 
improve Vocabulary Mastery of students with a percentage 90.5%.  The learning 
activities and task were considered interestin to the students as revealed by one of 
the respondents: 
08 : In my opinion, the activities can help us to easy in every learning 
process. Because we always do the task by ourselves and with our group. And the 
exercise was not really difficult for  us, the exercise appropriate with our level. 
4. Supplementary Materials Aspects 
In the aspect of supplementary materials it described the use of 
supplementary material in the form of practice of pronunciation of words and 
handout given to each student that fits their level and needs. For the analysis, it 
could be seen in the following table. 
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Table 26 
Supplementary Materials Aspect Analysis 
 
Content 
Percentage of students‘ Response 
 
Aver
age  SA A N DA SDA 
1. There are 
vocabulary 
practice 
available 
0% 
1 
 student 
6.60% 
7 
students 
46.6% 
4 
students 
26.6% 
3 
students 
20% 
48% 
2. There are 
some 
handouts 
available. 
14 
students 
93.40% 
1 
student 
6.60% 
0% 0% 0% 98.6% 
3. There are 
some other 
supplementary 
materials like 
sources of 
authentic 
materials 
available 
1 
 student 
6.60% 
0% 
2 
students 
13.3% 
12 
students 
80.1% 
0% 46.6% 
Average 
comulative 
Percentage 
64.4% 
Source: Primary Data Processing  
Based on the analysis in the table above it could be seen that the aspect of 
supplementary materials was not a factor that had a large influence to improve the 
Vocabulary Mastery of students because it only has a percentage of 64.4%. in 
terms of supplementary materias was given in the teaching materials were helpful 
to improve and remeber the vocabulary skill, one of respondent comment: 
02 : I think, the entire materials are interesting and really helpful to improve 
my vocabulary mastery. In aadition, the researcher took the literature was easy to 
understand, because the literature is familiar for us, such as Cinderella.  
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5.  Aspects of Illustration 
In the aspect of Illustration would described the use of additional material 
in the form of the practice of pronunciation of words and use of handout given to 
each student in accordance with their level and needs. For the analysis, it could be 
seen in the following table. 
Table 27 
 Illustration Aspect Analysis 
 
Content 
Percentage of students‘ Response (%) 
 Averag
e  SA A N DA SDA 
1. The materials 
have illustration 
13 
 students 
86.80% 
1 
student 
6.60% 
1 
student
6.60% 
0% 0% 96% 
2. The materials 
illustration are 
attractive and 
motivating 
13 
students 
86.80% 
1 
student
6.60% 
1 
student
6.60% 
0% 0% 96% 
Average 
Commulative 
Percentage 
96% 
Source: Primary Data Processing  
Based on the analysis in the table above, it could be  be seen in the aspect of 
illustration that was one of the factors that had a large influence to improve 
Vocabulary Mastery students with a percentage of 96%. Following this, one of 
respondens, gave her opinion about the language items avaiable in the following 
materials as follows: 
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010: My opinion, every materials or literature has illustration, like picture. 
So with the picture we can easy to understand the literature, what does the 
literature mean.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on the results of the questionnaire analysis, information was obtained 
the factors that influence the vocabulary mastery of students after applying short 
stories were on the content aspect with a percentage of 92.3%, vocabulary and 
structure aspects with a percentage of 93.3%, aspects of activities/exercises/tasks 
with a percentage of 90.5% and aspects of illustration with a percentage of 96%. 
While the aspect of supplementary materials had less influence on vocabulary 
mastery students, they only have a percentage of 64.4%. 
 
 
 
 
 
0.00%
50.00%
100.00%
92.30% 93.30% 90.50% 
64.40% 
96% 
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B. Discussion 
Based on the results of data analysis obtained that the average Vocabulary 
Mastery of students in the experimental class amounted to 2350 words with a 
percentage of 26.6% in the very good category and 73.4% in the good category. 
While the average Vocabulary Mastery of students in the controlled class was 
1688 words with a percentage of 6.7% in the very good category and 93.3% in the 
good category. In inferential analysis using SPSS was obtained tvalue = 3.883, ttable 
= 2.048, df = 28 and sig. (2 tailed) or p-value = 0.001 / 2 = 0.0005 <0.05, meaning 
that the value of tcount> ttable or significance value was smaller than the error level 
so that H0 was rejected. So, based on inferential statistical analysis, it could be 
proven that Literature (short stories) could be used to teach vocabulary at the 
Second Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba 
Supporting research results, were carried out by Narin Mediha & Mede 
Enisa (2013). According to the results of the pre, post and retention tests, teaching 
vocabulary using the contextualized method was more effective than the 
traditional method. The learners who were taught vocabulary in the context of 
using literary texts were more successful than those who learned vocabulary by 
the traditional method. Thus, it could be stated that using contextualized methods 
has a positive effect on enhancing language leaners' vocabulary knowledge. 
Besides that, it was also supported by Zamzam Emhemmed's research, Mari Al 
_Dersi (2013) The Use of Short Stories for Developing Vocabulary of EFL 
Learners. It proved that these short stories had many pedagogical benefits and 
they were also enjoyable among the EFL learners. Studies had also proven that the 
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EFL learners' vocabulary of EFL learners was a naturalistic, enjoyable, low-cost 
and highly effective metho. Yusrawita's research (2014) The Use of Articulating 
From Magazine in Expanding Students' Vocabulary at the First Year Students of 
SMAN 11 Makassar, the result of this research was article from magazine was 
effective in teaching vocabulary, based on the score in pre-test and post-test, pre-
test students‘ score 5.77 and after giving a treatment the score improved 7.40. All 
the three studies supported the results of research in conducting research on the 
effectiveness of the literature as a context for Teaching Vocabulary at The Second 
Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba. 
The factors of influence students' vocabulary mastery after applying short 
stories were on content aspects with a percentage of 92.3%, vocabulary and 
structure aspects with a percentage of 93.3%, aspects of activities/exercises/tasks 
with a percentage of 90.5 %, and illustration aspect with 96% percentage. While 
the aspect of supplementary materials had less influence on Vocabulary Mastery 
students because it only has a percentage of 64.4%. 
The aspect of content of this research has the most influence. The materials 
covered the a variety of the topic and situation appropriate to the learner's level 
and need, the materials were given to students to practice more on speaking, 
arranged in logical sequences on the basis of topics or themes, and themes and 
topics were relevant to syllabus aim. 
In the vocabulary and structure aspects, it had the most influence, namely 
The language function, language focus, vocabulary and grammar items were 
appropriate to the students' level and needs. There was an attempt to bring in 
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vocabulary and grammar relevant to the students' needs, there was vocabulary in 
each unit, there was a grammar lesson in each unit and there was a pronunciation 
drill in each unit. 
In the aspects of activities/exercises/tasks they had the most influence, 
namely the activities, exercises, tasks which were interesting. The activities, 
exercises, tasks were aimed at developing fluency and accuracy. The provide for a 
real-world use language in daily life. The situations in each conversation were 
appropriate to the learners' level and need. The activities, exercises, and the tasks 
were providing varying learning arrangements like group and working 
individually, the activities, exercises, and tasks allowed for creative use of 
language. The activities, exercises and task allowed for integration tasks of 
language skills. The activities, exercises, and tasks allowed for the teachers' 
initiative to modify the activity. The instructions for the activities, exercises, and 
tasks were simple and clear. 
The illustration aspect had the most influence, which the materials had 
illustration are attractive and motivating. Whereas in the aspect of supplementary 
materials, it only had influence because there were some handouts available. 
 
` 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
  
A. Conclusion 
Based on the result of the data analysis, research findings and discussions of 
the research, the researcher concluded that using Literature as a Context could be 
useful in teaching vocabulary at the Second Grade of SMAN 9 Bulukumba. It was 
proved by the students‘ achievement in vocabulary task/activities. The students‘ 
active vocabulary mastery before applied Literature as a Context was still low. It 
was different from the students‘ skill after applied Literature as a Context. It was 
found in students post-test was higher than the pre-test, which proved that applied 
of Literature as a context in learning  activity contributed to the students‘ more 
effective in teaching vocabulary. 
The improvement could be seen through the statistical analysis that the 
mean score of the students‘ active vocabulary mastery ability in pre-test was 1.242 
and it was improved to 2350 in post-test of experimental class. It mean that using 
Literature as a Context in teaching vocabulary contributed to the students more 
active in the class.  
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B.  Suggestions 
Based on the result of the data analysis and conclusion, the researcher has 
some suggestion as follows: 
1. The teachers should apply Literature as a Context in order to make the 
students interested in learning vocabulary and to build their self 
confidence in the class. 
2. The students should motivate themselves to learn English more serious, 
not only during the lesson in the classroom but also outside the 
classroom. They must keep practicing and never be afraid and shy in 
making mistake. 
3. This thesis was result of analysis and research about the effectiveness of 
one of the method to teach active vocabulary, therefore this thesis is 
hoped will have a contribution for the teacher and the students 
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APPENDIX A 
LESSON PLAN I 
 
Class : XI 
Time : 90 Minutes 
Topic  : Family  
Lesson Objective  
Vocabulary :  
a. To add new family members vocabulary from  literature as context entitled 
Cinderella 
b. Improve students‘ family members vocabulary from literature as a context 
entitled Cinderella 
Materials or Equipments 
a. Handout 
b. Word list 
Activities of the Lesson: 
a. Opening (5 minutes) 
1. Greeting  
2. Absent 
3. Give explanation how important vocabulary in our daily life 
b. Introduction (5 minutes) 
The teacher introduce the topic which is going to be the focus that is ―Family 
members" 
c. Practice/Activities (60 minutes) 
1. The teacher ask the students to mention their family members to know 
students knowladge (5 minutes) 
2. The teacher explains about family members such as nuclear family, 
extended family and stepfamily (10 minutes) (*1) 
3. The teacher gets the students to listen the audio recording of the phrases 
and vocabulary to know how they are pronounced in English (5 minutes) 
(*2) 
4. The students are asked to listen to conversation between two people who 
are talking about their families (5minutes) (*3) 
5. The teacher explains expressions and vocabulary in the conversation (5 
minutes) (*4) 
6. The teacher give a literature as a context in learning process entitled 
Cinderella. And the students looking for family members in the literature 
(10 minutes) (*5) 
7. The students describe or explain the picture and the students as Cinderella 
(10 minutes (*6) 
8. The students list unfamiliar vocabulary (5 minutes) (*7) 
9. The teacher teach unfamiliar vocabulary (10 minutes) (*8) 
d. Evaluation (15 minutes) 
1. The teacher has the students split into three groups 
2. The teacher give a card family members 
3. All of the members interview one of their friends in the group 
4. After finishing, one of members in the group explain their interview result  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Literature entitle : Cinderella 
Topic   : My Family 
Focus   : Family Members Vocabulary 
 This lesson tach common expression about family members with whom the 
students ive. Through learning vocabulary, pronunciation, pair practice, the students 
learn how to talk about  their family life and family members (nuclear, extended and 
stepfamily) they live with in real life situation and the students  describe pictures also. 
A. Sample Material 1 (Family Members) (*1 and *2) 
Learn the following vocabulary commonly used when talking about family 
then listen to the audio reording of the vocabulary to learn how to pronounce the 
vocabulary correctly 
Nuclear Family Extended Family Stepfamily 
Father Uncles Stepfather 
Mother Aunts Stepmother 
Brother Great grandfather Stepson 
Baby brther Great grandmother Stepdaughter 
Younger brother Grandfather Step brother 
The oldest brother Grandmoher Step sister 
Sister Cousin Ex-husband 
Baby sister Nephew Ex-wife 
Younger sister Niece 
 
Older sister Grandson 
 
Daughter granddaughter 
 
Son  
 
Husband  
 
Wife 
  
Examples:  
1. She lived with her evil stepmother and two stepsisters 
2. Her stepmother told her that she can go if she completes all her work on time 
3. ‗The Prince‘ would be choosing a wife 
4. The king is having a ball tonight and his son 
 
B. Sample Material 2 ( Conversation about My Family) (*3 and *4) 
Here you will learn a typical English conversation when two students 
meet each other in the classroom. Listen to conversation audio recording to 
learn pronunciation. 
Anna : Hello, Bella. How are you?? 
Bella : Hi, Anna. I am fine, Thank you. How about you? 
Anna :  I am fine. By the way, what are you doing? 
Bella : I just looking at my family picture 
Anna :Woud you like to tell me about your family? 
Bella : Yes, of course 
Anna : I guess, this is your mother? 
Bella : Yes, she is. Her name is Khadijah. Beautiful. Isn‘t she? 
Anna : Yeah, and she looks so young. 
Bella : She is actually 55 years old now. 
Anna : Really? But she looks 30 years old. What about your father? 
Bella : My father‘s name is Umar. He is 56 years old. My dad is so kind, I 
love him so much. 
Anna : How many siblings do you have? 
Bella : I have three siblings. Sarah, Sandi, Prabowo. Sarah is my twin sister 
Anna : Really? But I think you don‘t look alike 
Bella : Yes, She looks like my Mom while I look like Dad. 
Anna : So, where is Sarah now? 
Bella : she is in Singapure. Sarah life with my grandparents. She is taking 
Business study. 
Anna : That‘s cool! By the way, I want to go to cafetaria, do you want to 
join with me? 
Bella : No, Thanks.  
Anna : Ok, Bye. 
 
C. Sample Material 3 (Literature) (*5) 
In this section, the students read the literature as a context and looking 
for family members in the literature and then the students list unfamiliar 
vocabulary. The last, the teacher will teach that vocabuary (Pronunciation, 
meaning, class word, conditional function. 
 
 
 
 
 
CINDERELLA 
 
This is the Cinderella short story. Once upon a time there was a simple and 
beautiful girl named Cinderella. She lived with her evil stepmother and two 
stepsisters. The stepmother did not like her and made her do all the household work. 
Her step sisters just never had to work, they just roamed around the house in their 
fancy dresses. They always made fun of Cinderella because of her plain dressing. 
One day, a letter from the king came to their house which said that the king is 
having a ball tonight and his son ‗The Prince‘ would be choosing a wife ; every girl 
in the kingdom must be aware. Everyone got excited on reading this, Cinderella too 
wanted to go to the ball. Her stepmother told her that she can go if she completes all 
her work on time and also helps her step sisters with their dresses for the ball. 
Cinderella worked as fast as she could to get everything done but there was always 
something left. At last, she was left at home disappointed. 
She was so sad that she ran to the garden and said, ―wishes never come true‖. Never 
my dear? Said a voice, as Cinderella looked up a little woman with a wand and a kind 
smile stood in front of her. She was her fairy godmother. 
She wanted to help Cinderella go to the ball. With a wave of her hand, she 
made Cinderella look like a princess. She gave her a beautiful new gown, glass 
slippers, and shiny black horses to reach the ball.  Before leaving, the fairy godmother 
said ―this magic will only last until midnight! You must reach back home by then!‖. 
When Cinderella entered the palace, everybody was awestruck by her beauty, 
she was the prettiest girl in the ball. Even her stepsisters didn‘t recognize her. The 
handsome prince also saw her and fell in love with her. All the other girls were very 
jealous of her because the prince danced with her the whole night. She enjoyed 
herself so much that she almost forgot what the fairy godmother had told her about 
her magic. However, when she saw the time and remembered godmother‘s words she 
quickly left the place and ran away.  In all the hurry, one glass slipper which she was 
wearing was left on the castle steps. 
 
The prince had fallen in love with her and wanted to find out who she was as 
he wanted to marry her. Next day, he ordered his king‘s men to go to every house in 
the land and find the girl whose foot fits in the glass slipper. When they reached 
Cinderella‘s house, the two stepsisters tried their best to squeeze their big feet into the 
slippers, but they could not make it. Finally, when Cinderella tried the slipper, her 
foot fit perfectly into the glass slipper. The prince recognized her from the ball night. 
He married Cinderella soon in a grand ceremony and they lived happily ever after. 
Key words : 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Named  : Bernama  
Live  : Tinggal 
Like  : Suka 
Work  : Kerja 
Stepmother : Ibu Tiri 
Stepsister : Saudara (pr) Tiri 
Always : Selalu 
Stepsister : Saudara (pr) 
Tiri 
Always : Selalu 
Reading : Membaca 
Wife  : Istri 
Son  : Putra 
Help  : Membantu 
Beautiful : Cantik 
Leaving : Meninggalkan 
Midnight :Tengah Malam 
Marry  : Menikah 
D. Sample Material 4 (Describe the Pictures) (*6) 
The students desribe the pictures below and they as a Cinderella when 
they explain the pictures, example ―My name is Cinderella, I live with my 
stepmother and two stepsisters‖ 
        
            
 Evaluation (*8) 
1. Pair Practice : Interview (*8a) 
Sit in your group and fill in the following chart with information about 
characteristics of your friends‘ family members whom they live 
Family 
Members 
Age Personality Physical Appearance 
Father 
   
Mother 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
2. List Unfamiliar Vocabulary (*8b) 
1. 2. 3.  4.  
5.  
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
    
 
   
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX B 
LESSON PLAN II 
 
Class : XI 
Time : 90 Minutes 
Topic  : Daily Vocabulary 
Lesson Objective  
Vocabulary :  
c. To add new daily life vvocabulary from  literature as context entitled Little 
Red Riding Hood 
d. To use the daily life  vocabulary for students daily life from literature as a 
context entitled Little Red Riding Hood  
Materials or Equipments 
c. Handout 
d. Word list 
Activities of the Lesson: 
e. Opening (5 minutes) 
4. Greeting  
5. Absent 
6. Give explanation how important vocabulary in our daily life 
f. Introduction (5 minutes) 
The teacher introduce the topic which is going to be the focus that is ―Daily 
Vocabulary" 
g. Practice/Activities (60 minutes) 
10. The teacher ask the students to mention some daily vocabularies to know 
students knowladge (5 minutes) 
11. The teacher explains about Part of speech, Common Noun, Adjective and 
Verb  (10 minutes) (*1) 
12. The teacher present list daily vocabulary based on the literature entitled 
Little Red Riding Hood (5 minutes) (*2) 
13. The students are asked to listen how pronunciation the list daily 
vocabulary  (5minutes) (*3) 
14. The teacher ask the students to repeat the pronunciation (5 minutes) (*4) 
15. The teacher give a literature as a context in learning process entitled Little 
Red Riding Hood. And the students looking for daily life in the literature 
(10 minutes) (*5) 
h. Evaluation (15 minutes) (*6) 
5. The teacher has the students split into three groups 
6. The teacher give a card list daily life vocabulary  
7. All of the group guess the meaning and class word 
8. The winner is the group that gains the highest score 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Literature entitled : Little Red Riding Hood 
Topic   : Daily Vocabulary 
Focus   : Common Noun, Adjective and Verb 
 
This lesson teach about daily vocabulary. Through learning vocabulary, 
pronunciation, the students learn how to distinguish between Common Noun, 
Adjective and Verb. 
A. Sample Material 1 (Part of Speech) (*1 and *2) 
Here you will learn about Part of Speech and pay attention the list daily 
vocabulary according to the literature as a context entitled Little Red Riding 
Hood. 
(1a) Common Noun  
Common noun is noun we used in our daily life. If we want to go in a place, 
we otomatically we mention common noun. There is articel (a, an, the) to use 
common noun. 
Articles Words Sentence 
A Piece and Bottle Here is a piece of cake and a 
bottle of wine 
An Apartment Mr. Sandi buy an apartment 
in Jakarta 
The Door Open the door 
A: digunakan untuk satu kata benda yang diawali dengan huruf konsonan 
(pengucapan) 
An :digunakan untuk satu kata benda yang diawali dengan huruf vokal 
(pengucapan  
The : digunakan untuk keduanya tapi dalam bentuk jamak atau sudah jelas. 
Jenis-jenis Common Noun: 
1. Orang (People) 
Yang termasuk ke dalam common noun dalam kategori orang (people) bisa: 
Words Meaning Sentence 
Girl Wanita (Muda) A dear little girl who was loved by every one 
who looked at her 
Woman Wanita 
(Dewasa) 
She will be better to eat than the old woman 
Mother Ibu My mother has forbidden me to do so 
 
2. Profesi (Profession) 
Words Meaning  Sentence 
Teacher Guru  My English Teacher is very beautiful 
Doctor Dokter  The doctor is friendly 
Singer  Penyanyi  Rossa becomes a singer since 10 years 
ago 
Actor Aktor  Many actors from Korea come to 
Indonesia 
3. Tempat (Place) 
Words  Meaning  Sentence 
country Negara Rasya lies in one of the countries in United 
Kingdom 
Temple Candi My friends and I went to a temple last week 
Bank Bank Dini works as a Customer Service in a bank 
Supermarket  Pasar My motther buys some daily need in the 
supermarket 
Restaurant  Restauran Rara and Adit dinner in a restaurant 
Beach Pantai Beach is one of favorite destination for tourist 
to go to Indonesia 
4. Benda (Thing) 
Words Meaning  Sentence 
Wood Kayu Little Red Riding Hood entered the wood 
Bottle Botol you may fall and break the bottle 
Trees Pohon she saw the sunbeams dancing here and 
there through the trees 
Flower Bunga pretty flowers growing everywhere 
Door Pintu the wolf ran straight to the grandmother‘s 
house and knocked at the door 
Hood Kerudung So she was always called Little Red 
Riding Hood 
House Rumah  Her house stands under the three large 
oak-trees 
Birds Burun  The little birds are singing 
Cake Kue  She is bringing cake and wine 
Clothes Pakaian  Then he put on her clothes 
Curtains Tirai  Laid himself in bed and drew the curtains 
Bed Tempat tidur He came to the bed 
 
(*1b) Adjective  
Descriptive adjective is a type of adjective used to describe a size, color, 
shape, item, person, place, etc. Usually before the noun or whateve you want 
to specify. 
Word Meaning Sentence 
Little Kecil The little birds are singing 
Red Merah She gave her a little cap of red velvet 
Good Bagus I shall still get there in good time 
Great Besar Little Red Riding Hood carried until the 
great trough was quite full 
Afraid Takut Little Red Riding Hood did not know 
what a wicked creature he was, and was 
not at all afraid of him. 
Sick Sakit  Yesterday was baking-day, so poor sick 
grandmother is to have something good 
Stronger Kuat To make her stronger 
Under Dibawah Her house stands under the three large 
oak-trees 
Better Lebih baik The better to hug you with 
Short Pendek  He walked for a short time by the side of 
Little Red Riding Hood 
Pretty Indah How pretty the flowers are about here 
Fresh Segar I take grandmother a fresh nosegay 
Early Dengan cepat It is so early in the day that I shall still get 
there in good time 
Big Besar  What big ears you have 
Large  Lebar What large hands you have 
Grey  Abu-abu the grey beard stole twice or thrice round 
the house 
Old  Tua  She will be better to eat than the old 
woman 
 
(1c) Verb 
Word Meaning Example 
Give Memberi Once she gave her a little cap of red velvet 
Wear Memakain she would never wear anything else 
Take Membawa Take them to your grandmother 
Walk Berjalan You walk gravely along as if you were 
going to school 
Run Berlari Do not run off the path, or you may fall 
and break the bottle  
Go Pergi You go into her room, don't forget to say, 
good-morning 
Meet Bertemu she had met the wolf 
Eat Makan The better to eat you with 
Hear Mendengar The better to hear you 
Look Melihat She ran from the path into the wood to 
look for flowers 
Put Meletakkan Then he put on her clothes 
Drew Menarik She went to the bed and drew back the 
curtains 
Hug memeluk The better to hug you 
Swallow Menelan  He was out of bed and swallowed up Little 
Red Riding Hood 
Lie/lay  Berbaring He lay down again in the bed 
Breathe Bernafas Grandmother came out alive also, but 
scarcely able to breathe 
Speak Berbicara They did not speak, or open the door 
Steal Menyelinap  Then to steal after her and devour her in 
the darkness 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. Sample Material 2 (List Daily Vocabulary) (*3 and *4) 
Learn the following vocabulary about daily vocabulary then listen to the 
audio reording of the vocabulary to learn how to pronounce the ocabulary 
correctly  
Words Meaning Sentence 
Girl Wanita (Muda) A dear little girl who was loved by every one 
who looked at her 
Woman Wanita 
(Dewasa) 
She will be better to eat than the old woman 
Mother Ibu My mother has forbidden me to do so 
Teacher Guru  My English Teacher is very beautiful 
Doctor Dokter  The doctor is friendly 
Singer  Penyanyi  Rossa becomes a singer since 10 years ago 
Actor Aktor  Many actors from Korea come to Indonesia 
country Negara Rasya lies in one of the countries in United 
Kingdom 
Temple Candi My friends and I went to a temple last week 
Bank Bank Dini works as a Customer Service in a bank 
Supermarket  Pasar My motther buys some daily need in the 
supermarket 
Restaurant  Restauran Rara and Adit dinner in a restaurant 
Beach Pantai Beach is one of favorite destination for 
tourist to go to Indonesia 
Wood Kayu Little Red Riding Hood entered the wood 
Bottle Botol you may fall and break the bottle 
Trees Pohon she saw the sunbeams dancing here and 
there through the trees 
Flower Bunga pretty flowers growing everywhere 
Door Pintu the wolf ran straight to the grandmother’s 
house and knocked at the door 
Hood Kerudung So she was always called Little Red Riding 
Hood 
House Rumah  Her house stands under the three large oak-
trees 
Birds Burun  The little birds are singing 
Cake Kue  She is bringing cake and wine 
Clothes Pakaian  Then he put on her clothes 
Curtains Tirai  Laid himself in bed and drew the curtains 
Bed Tempat tidur He came to the bed 
Little Kecil The little birds are singing 
Red Merah She gave her a little cap of red velvet 
Good Bagus I shall still get there in good time 
Great Besar Little Red Riding Hood carried until the 
great trough was quite full 
Afraid Takut Little Red Riding Hood did not know what a 
wicked creature he was, and was not at all 
afraid of him. 
Sick Sakit  Yesterday was baking-day, so poor sick 
grandmother is to have something good 
Stronger Kuat To make her stronger 
Under Dibawah Her house stands under the three large oak-
trees 
Better Lebih baik The better to hug you with 
Short Pendek  He walked for a short time by the side of 
Little Red Riding Hood 
Pretty Indah How pretty the flowers are about here 
Fresh Segar I take grandmother a fresh nosegay 
Early Dengan cepat It is so early in the day that I shall still get 
there in good time 
Big Besar  What big ears you have 
Large  Lebar What large hands you have 
Grey  Abu-abu the grey beard stole twice or thrice round 
the house 
Old  Tua  She will be better to eat than the old woman 
Give Memberi Once she gave her a little cap of red velvet 
Wear Memakain she would never wear anything else 
Take Membawa Take them to your grandmother 
Walk Berjalan You walk gravely along as if you were going 
to school 
Run Berlari Do not run off the path, or you may fall and 
break the bottle  
Go Pergi You go into her room, don't forget to say, 
good-morning 
Meet Bertemu she had met the wolf 
Eat Makan The better to eat you with 
Hear Mendengar The better to hear you 
Look Melihat She ran from the path into the wood to look 
for flowers 
Put Meletakkan Then he put on her clothes 
Drew Menarik She went to the bed and drew back the 
curtains 
Hug memeluk The better to hug you 
Swallow Menelan  He was out of bed and swallowed up Little 
Red Riding Hood 
Lie/lay  Berbaring He lay down again in the bed 
Breathe Bernafas Grandmother came out alive also, but 
scarcely able to breathe 
Speak Berbicara They did not speak, or open the door 
Steal Menyelinap  Then to steal after her and devour her in the 
darkness 
 
 
C. Sample Material 3 (Literature) (*5) 
In this section, the students read the literature as a context and looking for 
family members in the literature and then the students list unfamiliar vocabulary. The 
last, the teacher will teach that vocabuary (Pronunciation, meaning, class word, 
conditional function. 
 
LITTE RED RIDING HOOD 
Once upon a time there was a dear little girl who was loved by every one who 
looked at her, but most of all by her grandmother, and there was nothing that she 
would not have given to the child. Once she gave her a little cap of red velvet, which 
suited her so well that she would never wear anything else. So she was always called 
Little Red Riding Hood. 
One day her mother said to her, "Come, Little Red Riding Hood, here is a piece 
of cake and a bottle of wine. Take them to your grandmother, she is ill and weak, and 
they will do her good. Set out before it gets hot, and when you are going, walk nicely 
and quietly and do not run off the path, or you may fall and break the bottle, and then 
your grandmother will get nothing. And when you go into her room, don't forget to 
say, good-morning, and don't peep into every corner before you do it." 
I will take great care, said Little Red Riding Hood to her mother, and gave her 
hand on it. The grandmother lived out in the wood, half a league from the village, and 
just as Little Red Riding Hood entered the wood, a wolf met her. Little Red Riding 
Hood did not know what a wicked creature he was, and was not at all afraid of him. 
"Good-day, Little Red Riding Hood," said he. 
"Thank you kindly, wolf." 
"Whither away so early, Little Red Riding Hood?" 
"To my grandmother's." 
"What have you got in your apron?" 
"Cake and wine. Yesterday was baking-day, so poor sick grandmother is to 
have something good, to make her stronger." 
"Where does your grandmother live, Little Red Riding Hood?" 
"A good quarter of a league farther on in the wood. Her house stands under the 
three large oak-trees, the nut-trees are just below. You surely must know it," replied 
Little Red Riding Hood. 
The wolf thought to himself, "What a tender young creature. What a nice plump 
mouthful, she will be better to eat than the old woman. I must act craftily, so as to 
catch both." So he walked for a short time by the side of Little Red Riding Hood, and 
then he said, "see Little Red Riding Hood, how pretty the flowers are about here. 
Why do you not look round. I believe, too, that you do not hear how sweetly the little 
birds are singing. You walk gravely along as if you were going to school, while 
everything else out here in the wood is merry." 
Little Red Riding Hood raised her eyes, and when she saw the sunbeams 
dancing here and there through the trees, and pretty flowers growing everywhere, she 
thought, suppose I take grandmother a fresh nosegay. That would please her too. It is 
so early in the day that I shall still get there in good time. And so she ran from the 
path into the wood to look for flowers. And whenever she had picked one, she fancied 
that she saw a still prettier one farther on, and ran after it, and so got deeper and 
deeper into the wood. 
Meanwhile the wolf ran straight to the grandmother's house and knocked at the 
door. 
"Who is there?" 
"Little Red Riding Hood," replied the wolf. "She is bringing cake and wine. 
Aae ." 
"Lift the latch," called out the grandmother, "I am too weak, and cannot get up." 
The wolf lifted the latch, the door sprang open, and without saying a word he 
went straight to the grandmother's bed, and devoured her. Then he put on her clothes, 
dressed himself in her cap, laid himself in bed and drew the curtains. 
Little Red Riding Hood, however, had been running about picking flowers, and 
when she had gathered so many that she could carry no more, she remembered her 
grandmother, and set out on the way to her. She was surprised to find the cottage-
door standing open, and when she went into the room, she had such a strange feeling 
that she said to herself, oh dear, how uneasy I feel to-day, and at other times I like 
being with grandmother so much. 
She called out, "Good morning," but received no answer. So she went to the 
bed and drew back the curtains. There lay her grandmother with her cap pulled far 
over her face, and looking very strange. 
"Oh, grandmother," she said, "what big ears you have." 
"The better to hear you with, my child," was the reply. 
"But, grandmother, what big eyes you have," she said. 
"The better to see you with, my dear." 
"But, grandmother, what large hands you have." 
"The better to hug you with." 
"Oh, but, grandmother, what a terrible big mouth you have." 
"The better to eat you with." 
And scarcely had the wolf said this, than with one bound he was out of bed and 
swallowed up Little Red Riding Hood. When the wolf had appeased his appetite, he 
lay down again in the bed, fell asleep and began to snore very loud. The huntsman 
was just passing the house, and thought to himself, how the old woman is snoring. I 
must just see if she wants anything. So he went into the room, and when he came to 
the bed, he saw that the wolf was lying in it. "Do I find you here, you old sinner," said 
he. "I have long sought you." Then just as he was going to fire at him, it occurred to 
him that the wolf might have devoured the grandmother, and that she might still be 
saved, so he did not fire, but took a pair of scissors, and began to cut open the 
stomach of the sleeping wolf. When he had made two snips, he saw the Little Red 
Riding Hood shining, and then he made two snips more, and the little girl sprang out, 
crying, "Ah, how frightened I have been. How dark it was inside the wolf." 
And after that the aged grandmother came out alive also, but scarcely able to 
breathe. Little Red Riding Hood, however, quickly fetched great stones with which 
they filled the wolf's belly, and when he awoke, he wanted to run away, but the stones 
were so heavy that he collapsed at once, and fell dead. 
Then all three were delighted. The huntsman drew off the wolf's skin and went 
home with it. The grandmother ate the cake and drank the wine which Little Red 
Riding Hood had brought, and revived, but Little Red Riding Hood thought to 
herself, as long as I live, I will never by myself leave the path, to run into the wood, 
when my mother has forbidden me to do so.It is also related that once when Little 
Red Riding Hood was again taking cakes to the old grandmother, another wolf spoke 
to her, and tried to entice her from the path. Little Red Riding Hood, however, was on 
her guard, and went straight forward on her way, and told her grandmother that she 
had met the wolf, and that he had said good-morning to her, but with such a wicked 
look in his eyes, that if they had not been on the public road she was certain he would 
have eaten her up. "Well," said the grandmother, "we will shut the door, that he may 
not come in." 
Soon afterwards the wolf knocked, and cried, "open the door, grandmother, I 
am Little Red Riding Hood, and am bringing you some cakes." 
But they did not speak, or open the door, so the grey-beard stole twice or thrice 
round the house, and at last jumped on the roof, intending to wait until Little Red 
Riding Hood went home in the evening, and then to steal after her and devour her in 
the darkness. But the grandmother saw what was in his thoughts. In front of the house 
was a great stone trough, so she said to the child, take the pail, Little Red Riding 
Hood. I made some sausages yesterday, so carry the water in which I boiled them to 
the trough. Little Red Riding Hood carried until the great trough was quite full. Then 
the smell of the sausages reached the wolf, and he sniffed and peeped down, and at 
last stretched out his neck so far that he could no longer keep his footing and began to 
slip, and slipped down from the roof straight into the great trough, and was drowned. 
But Little Red Riding Hood went joyously home, and no one ever did anything to 
harm her again. 
 
Note :1445 words 
 
Evalation (*6) 
Sit in your group and guess the class word and meaning of the word and make 
a sentence with your group!. 
Word Class word Meaning Example 
Bottle 
   
Trees 
   
Flower 
   
Door 
   
Hood 
   
House 
   
Birds 
   
Cake 
   
Clothes 
   
Curtains 
   
Bed 
   
Little 
   
Red 
   
Good 
   
Great 
   
Afraid 
   
Sick 
    
Stronger 
   
Under 
   
Short 
   
Pretty 
   
Fresh 
   
Early 
   
Big 
   
Large  
   
Grey  
   
Old  
   
Give 
   
Wear 
   
Take 
   
Walk 
   
Run 
   
Go 
   
Meet 
   
Eat 
   
Hear 
   
Look 
   
Put 
   
Drew 
   
Hug 
   
Swallow 
   
Lie/lay  
   
Breathe 
   
Speak 
   
Steal 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX C 
LESSON PLAN III 
 
Class : XI 
Time : 90 Minutes 
Topic  : Part of Speech 
Lesson Objective  
Vocabulary :  
a. To add new daily life vvocabulary from  literature as context entitled How 
The Moon Became Beautiful 
b. To use the daily life  vocabulary for students daily life from literature as a 
context entitled How the Moon Became Beautiful  
Materials or Equipments 
c. Handout 
d. Word list 
Activities of the Lesson: 
e. Opening (5 minutes) 
7. Greeting  
8. Absent 
9. Give explanation how important vocabulary in our daily life 
f. Introduction (5 minutes) 
The teacher introduce the topic which is going to be the focus that is 
―Pronoun" 
g. Practice/Activities (60 minutes) 
16. The teacher ask the students to mention Pronoun to know students 
knowladge (5 minutes) 
17. The teacher explains about Part of speech, Pronoun  (10 minutes) (*1) 
18. The teacher present table about Pronoun (5 minutes) (*2) 
19. The students are asked to listen how pronunciation every pronoun  
(5minutes) (*3) 
20. The teacher ask the students to repeat the pronunciation (5 minutes) 
21. The teacher give a literature as a context in learning process entitled How 
The Moon Became Beautiful. And the students looking for pronoun in the 
literature (10 minutes) (*4) 
h. Evaluation (15 minutes) (*5) 
9. The teacher has the students split into three groups 
10. The teacher give a card about pronoun 
11. All of the group guess the personal pronoun, possessive pronoun and 
reflexive pronoun 
12. The winner is the group that gains the highest score 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Literature entitled : How the Moon Became Beautiful   
Topic   : Part of Speech 
Focus : Pronoun (Personal Pronoun, Possesive Pronoun and 
reflexive   pronoun 
 
This lesson teach about Pronoun, how to  pronunciation, the students learn 
how to distinguish between personal pronoun, possessive pronoun and reflexive 
pronoun. 
A. Sample Material 1 (Part of Speech) (*1 and *2) 
Pronouns replace nouns. A different pronoun is required depending on 
two elements: the noun being replaced and the function that noun has in the 
sentence. In English, pronouns only take the gender of the noun they replace 
in the 3rd person singular form. The 2nd person plural pronouns are identical 
to the 2nd person singular pronouns except for the reflexive pronoun. 
Subject 
Pronoun 
Object 
Pronoun 
Possesive 
Pronoun 
(adjective) 
Possessive 
Pronoun 
Reflexive Pronoun or 
intensive pronoun 
I Me My mine Myself 
You You Your Yours Yourself 
They Them Their Theirs Theirselves 
We Us Our Ours Ourselves 
He Him His His Hiself 
She Her Her Hers herself 
It It It Its itself 
 
SUBJECT PRONOUNS 
Subject pronouns replace nouns that are the subject of their clause. In the 3rd person, 
subject pronouns are often used to avoid repetition of the subject's name. 
EXAMPLES 
 I do not like to be the Moon 
 Will you allow me to go 
 They were the only things that would ever look in his face 
 We can not help you 
 He was always very sad 
 She is kind to every one 
 It is happy and bright and gives a soft 
OBJECT PRONOUNS 
Object pronouns are used to replace nouns that are the direct or indirect object of a 
clause. 
EXAMPLES 
 You allow me to go. 
 We will tell her about you. 
 the Moon and live always with him.. 
 He knocked on her window. 
 Mark can't find it. 
 We never had any one to help us. 
 Tell them to hurry up! 
POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES (DETERMINERS) 
Possessive adjectives are not pronouns, but rather determiners. It is useful to learn 
them at the same time as pronouns, however, because they are similar in form to the 
possessive pronouns. Possessive adjectives function as adjectives, so they appear 
before the noun they modify. They do not replace a noun as pronouns do. 
EXAMPLES 
 My face would be as your face  
 My face would be as your face. 
 The Moon is very beautiful with round 
 We love her very much. 
 The cat broke its leg. 
 we can not leave our places. 
 They would place me in their hair and praise my fragrance and beauty 
POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS 
Possessive pronouns replace possessive nouns as either the subject or the object of a 
clause. Because the noun being replaced doesn't appear in the sentence, it must be 
clear from the context. 
EXAMPLES 
 This bag is mine. 
 Yours is not blue. 
 That bag looks like his. 
 These shoes are not hers. 
 That car is ours. 
 Theirs is parked in the garage. 
REFLEXIVE & INTENSIVE PRONOUNS 
Reflexive and intensive pronouns are the same set of words but they have different 
functions in a sentence. 
Reflexive pronouns refer back to the subject of the clause because the subject of the 
action is also the direct or indirect object. Only certain types of verbs can be 
reflexive. You cannot remove a reflexive pronoun from a sentence because the 
remaining sentence would be grammatically incorrect. 
EXAMPLES 
 I told myself to calm down. 
 You cut yourself on this nail? 
 He hurt himself on the stairs. 
 She found herself in a dangerous part of town. 
 The cat threw itself under my car! 
 We blame ourselves for the fire. 
 The children can take care of themselves. 
Intensive pronouns emphasize the subject of a clause. They are not the object of the 
action. The intensive pronoun can always be removed from a sentence without 
changing the meaning significantly, although the emphasis on the subject will be 
removed. Intensive pronouns can be placed immediately after the subject of the 
clause, or at the end of the clause. 
EXAMPLES 
 I made these cookies myself. 
 You yourself asked Jake to come. 
 The Pope himself pardoned Mr. Brown. 
 My teacher didn't know the answer herself. 
 The test itself wasn't scary, but my teacher certainly is. 
 We would like to finish the renovation before Christmas ourselves. 
 They themselves told me the lost shoe wasn't a problem. 
B. Sample Material 2 (Literature as a Context) (*4) 
 In this section, the students read the literature as a context and looking for 
family members in the literature and then the students list unfamiliar 
vocabulary. The last, the teacher will teach that vocabuary (Pronunciation, 
meaning, class word, conditional function. 
 
 
 The Moon is very beautiful with his round, bright face which shines 
with soft and gentle light on all the world of man. But once there was a time when he 
was not so beautiful as he is now. Six thousand years ago the face of the Moon 
became changed in a single night. Before that time his face had been so dark and 
gloomy that no one liked to look at him, and for this reason he was always very sad. 
One day he complained to the flowers and to the stars—for they were the only 
things that would ever look in his face. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
He said, "I do not like to be the Moon. I wish I were a star or a flower. If I were a 
star, even the smallest one, some great general would care for me; but alas! I am only 
the Moon and no one likes me. If I could only be a flower and grow in a garden 
where the beautiful earth women come, they would place me in their hair and praise 
my fragrance and beauty. Or, if I could even grow in the wilderness where no one 
could see, the birds would surely come and sing sweet songs for me. But I am only 
the Moon and no one honors me." 
The stars answered and said, "We can not help you. We were born here and we can 
not leave our places. We never had any one to help us. We do our duty, we work all 
the day and twinkle in the dark night to make the skies more beautiful.—But that is 
all we can do," they added, as they smiled coldly at the sorrowful Moon. 
Then the flowers smiled sweetly and said, "We do not know how we can help 
you. We live always in one place—in a garden near the most beautiful maiden in all 
the world. As she is kind to every one in trouble we will tell her about you. We love 
her very much and she loves us. Her name is Tseh-N'io." Still the Moon was sad. So 
one evening he went to see the beautiful maiden Tseh-N'io. And when he saw her he 
loved her at once. He said, "Your face is very beautiful. I wish that you would come 
to me, and that my face would be as your face. Your motions are gentle and full of 
grace. Come with me and we will be as one—and perfect. I know that even the worst 
people in all the world would have only to look at you and they would love you. Tell 
me, how did you come to be so beautiful?" 
"I have always lived with those who were gentle and happy, and I believe that is the 
cause of beauty and goodness," answered Tseh-N'io.  
 And so the Moon went every night to see the maiden. He knocked on her 
window, and she came. And when he saw how gentle and beautiful she was, his love 
grew stronger, and he wished more and more to be with her always. 
One day Tseh-N'io said to her mother, "I should like to go to the Moon and live 
always with him. Will you allow me to go?" 
Her mother thought so little of the question that she made no reply, and Tseh-N'io 
told her friends that she was going to be the Moon's bride. 
In a few days she was gone. Her mother searched everywhere but could not find her. 
And one of Tseh-N'io's friends said,—"She has gone with the Moon, for he asked her 
many times." 
A year and a year passed by and Tseh-N'io, the gentle and beautiful earth maiden, did 
not return. Then the people said, "She has gone forever. She is with the Moon." 
The face of the Moon is very beautiful now. It is happy and bright and gives a 
soft, gentle light to all the world. And there are those who say that the Moon is now 
like Tseh-N'io, who was once the most beautiful of all earth maidens. 
 
 
 
Evaluation (*5) 
 Sit with your group and guess the pronoun below and list unfamiliar 
vocabulary 
 
 They- mine - we - theirs- his - hers - its - I - theirselves – 
 it – my -  yourself – your – their – our - he - her – it -  hiself – 
  yours – ours -  his - myself - she – ourselves -  herself – itself - you 
 
(*5a) 
Subject 
Pronoun 
Object 
Pronoun 
Possesive 
Pronoun 
(adjective) 
Possessive 
Pronoun 
Reflexive Pronoun or 
intensive pronoun 
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
 
(*5b)  
1. 2. 3.  4.  
13.     
 
   
 
   
 
   
    
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX D 
PRE-TEST 
Researcher     : Ummul Nasyirah 
Name                  :       Day, Date  : 
Class      :       Time          : 45 minutes 
 
 Here there are four types test, Multiple choice, definition, matching test 
and write sentence on given words. You must answer the questions according to 
the instruction every single test! 
A. Choose the most appropriate answer! 
1. The word Father means? 
a. Male Parent  
b. Female Parent 
c. Your sibling 
d. Aunt‘s Husband 
2. The word Stepmother means? 
a. Mother of husband/wife 
b. Result of one parent marrying again 
c. Someone who gave birth to you 
d. Your mother‘s mother 
3. The word Nephew means? 
a. Your Child 
b. Stepmother‘s Child 
c.  Grandmother‘s Child 
d. Sibling‘s Child 
4. The word Fragrance means? 
a. Good Looking 
b. Not Smell 
c. Afraid to do Something 
d. One of Country in the Word 
5. Which one is Desriptive Adjective? 
a. Stronger and Afraid 
b. Pretty and Breathe 
c. Give and Walk  
d. Temple and Beach 
6. Which one is Common Noun? 
a. Bad and Bed 
b. Hood and Country 
c. Curtain and Clothes 
d. Drew and Wood 
7. Which one is NOT Reflexive Pronoun? 
a. Ourselves and Yourself 
b. Theirselves and Hiself 
c. Myself and Himself 
d. Herself and itself 
8. Which one is Possesive Pronoun (Adjective)? 
a. Your  
b. Yours  
c. You  
d. Our  
B. Write down the definition of these words! 
9. Stepsister : 
10. Daughter : 
11. Girl :  
12. Teacher : 
13. House  : 
14. Afraid : 
15. Walk  : 
16. Beautiful : 
C. Match the words on the left to their definition on the right! 
 17. Kingdom  (....)  a. (Adv) To a great distance 
 18. Prince  (.....) b. (Verb) Noisily while sleeping 
 19. Poor    (.....) c. (Verb) Move with one foot without running 
 20. Far   (.....) d. (Noun) Country ruled by a king or queen 
 21. Walk  (.....) e. (Adj) Having very little money 
 22. Snore   (.....) f. (Noun) Male member of King Family 
D. Write sentence on given words! 
 23. Cinderella   :  
 
    
 
 
 
24. Little Red Riding Hood : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
25. How the Moon Beca,e Beautiful   : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX E 
POST-TEST 
Researcher     : Ummul Nasyirah 
Name                  :       Day, Date  : 
Class      :       Time          : 45 minutes 
 
 Here there are four types test, Multiple choice, definition, matching test 
and write sentence on given words. You must answer the questions according to 
the instruction every single test! 
A. Choose the most appropriate answer! 
1. The word Father means? 
a. Male Parent  
b. Female Parent 
c. Your sibling 
d. Aunt‘s Husband 
2. The word Stepmother means? 
a. Mother of husband/wife 
b. Result of one parent marrying again 
c. Someone who gave birth to you 
d. Your mother‘s mother 
3. The word Nephew means? 
a. Your Child 
b. Stepmother‘s Child 
c.  Grandmother‘s Child 
d. Sibling‘s Child 
 
 
4. The word Fragrance means? 
a. Good Looking 
b. Not Smell 
c. Afraid to do Something 
d. One of Country in the Word 
5. Which one is Desriptive Adjective? 
a. Stronger and Afraid 
b. Pretty and Breathe 
c. Give and Walk  
d. Temple and Beach 
6. Which one is Common Noun? 
a. Bad and Bed 
b. Hood and Country 
c. Curtain and Clothes 
d. Drew and Wood 
7.Which one is NOT Reflexive Pronoun? 
a. Ourselves and Yourself 
b. Theirselves and Hiself 
c. Myself and Himself 
d. Herself and itself 
8. Which one is Possesive Pronoun (Adjective)? 
a. Your  
b. Yours  
c. You  
d. Our  
 
 
 
 
C. Write down the definition of these words! 
9. Stepsister : 
10. Daughter : 
11. Girl :  
12. Teacher : 
13. House  : 
14. Afraid : 
15. Walk  : 
16. Beautiful : 
C. Match the words on the left to their definition on the right! 
 17. Kingdom  (....)  a. (Adv) To a great distance 
 18. Prince  (.....) b. (Verb) Noisily while sleeping 
 19. Poor    (.....) c. (Verb) Move with one foot without running 
 20. Far   (.....) d. (Noun) Country ruled by a king or queen 
 21. Walk  (.....) e. (Adj) Having very little money 
 22. Snore   (.....) f. (Noun) Male member of King Family 
D. Write sentence on given words! 
 23. Cinderella   :  
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
24. Little Red Riding Hood : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
25. How the Moon Beca,e Beautiful   : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX F 
Questionnaire 
I. Researcher Identity 
Name  : Ummul Nasyirah 
Major  : English Education Department 
Faculty  : Tarbiyah and Teaching Science  Faculty 
Univesity  : Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar 
II. Students identity 
Name  : 
Class/semester : 
Gender  : 
III. Instruction 
Give a mark (X) on the statement below based on what you feel 
during the learning process 
 Note: 
SA  : Strongly Agree 
A  : Agree 
N  : Netral 
DA  : Disagree 
SDA  : Strongly Disagree 
NO CONTENT SA 
5 
A 
4 
N 
3 
DA 
2 
SDA 
1 
1 The materials cover avariety of 
topic and situation appropriate to 
the learner‘s level and need 
     
2 The materials give students to      
practice more vocabulary 
3 The materials use authentic 
materials 
     
4 The materials suits the interest of 
the students 
     
5 The themes and topics are relevant 
to syllabus aims 
     
6 The language function, language 
focus, vocabulary and grammar 
items are appropriate to the students 
level and needs. 
 
     
7 There is an attempt to bring in 
vocabulary and grammar relevant 
to the students‘s needs 
     
8 There is vocabulary in each unit 
 
     
9 There is a grammar lesson in each 
unit.  
     
10 The vocabulary in the materials 
meets the everyday vocabulary for 
the students 
     
11 The activities,exercises, tasks are 
interesting 
     
12 The activities, exercises, tasks are 
aimed in developing students‘ 
vocabulary 
     
13 The materials provides for a real-
world use language in daily life 
     
14 The situations in each materials  
are appropriate to the learners‘ 
     
  
level and need. 
15 The activities, exercises, and tasks 
provide to varying learning 
arrangments working individually 
or in a group.. 
     
16 The activities,exercises, tasks are 
interesting. 
     
17 The activities, exercises, tasks 
allow for appropriate use of 
language 
     
18 The activities, exercises and tasks 
allow for optimization of language 
skills. 
     
19 The activities, exercises and tasks 
allow for the teachers‘ initiative to 
modify the activity. 
     
20 The instructions for the activities, 
exercises and tasks are simple and 
clear. 
     
21 There are vocabulary practice 
available. 
     
22 There are some handouts available.      
23 There are some other supplemntary 
materials like sources of authentic 
materials available. 
     
24 The materials have illustration      
25 The materias illustration help the 
stdents easy to understand. 
     
 Total Averagage      
APPENDIX G 
THE RESULT OF PRE-TEST AND POST-TES 
 
 Pre-test in the experimental class 
 
  
  
  
 Post-test in the Experimental Class 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 Pre-test in the Contolled Class 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 Post-test in the Contolled Class 
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